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SUYNARY

The cour2e of this study was to first investigate and define

the expected chemical/biological (CB) challenge, and then

to combine. it 4th the he.Lopter mission to produce

the CB threat which could be expected to confront the AAH. Various optional

i means were then investigated by which the C8 defense capability of AAH could

best be improved to withstancd this CB threat. Each of these optional changes

to the AM was then evaluated for chemical and biological safety, effect on

overall mission effectiveness, and penalty to the helicopter in terms of

weight, cost, and installation feasibility.

A simplified summary of the conclusions and results of the study are as

follows:

1. It is concluded that the present (1980-198S time frame) Individual

respiratory protective devices and protective garments, are adequate

for ess.ntially zero flight crew casualty operation from exposure

to CS agents, providing the flight crew starts the mission inside

"a properly fitted clean protective ensemble, and that proper

"personnel decontamination procedures are utilized.

2. However, in order to avoid an unacceptable less in mission effective-

ness due to thermal stress, it is concluded that a liquid-cooled

vest undergarment should be added to the CB protective clothing

. ensemble for the MN flight crew. In additionfequipment needed to

provide the required cooled fluid should be added to the present

AAH environmental control system. (ECS).

3. It is also concluded that provisions should be added to each crew

staticn for fcrced ventilation of the mask with cool dry air from

the cabin ECS supply duct, in order to reduce the hazard of an

improperly fitted mask, and to provide cooling of the face area.

.9
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4. Finally, it is concluded that a collective CB filter system, with

cabin overpressure, should be added to the AAH in order to reduce

cabin contamination level and to increase safe utilization time

when the mask is not worn.

The recommendations of this study are that, (1) the conclusions of this
study should be implemented by proceeding into a design phase of the AAA CB

protection system components; and (2) an actual prototype system should be

fabricated, tested and evaluated to determine the final configuration of a

production system for use with the AAH.
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1. PREFACE

The Amy's intent in authorizing this study was to develup a document

to help define, and optimally integrate, a crew CB protection system for the

"Advlanced Attack Helicopter (AAH). This document should be of significant benefit

to the AAH Project Management (AAM PM) for future planning and/or procurement purposes

The study, awarded to Hamilton Standard on 28 September 1979 by the U.S.

Army Natick Research and Development Command,* Natick, Massachusetts, was

performed under the direction of Mr. Vincent lacono of the Natick facility.

Many sources were consulted during the data gathering phase of the

study, and therefore an attempt was made at each contributing facility to

coordinatt Hamilton Standard's request for data and the Army's response,

through a single individual. This helped greatly in assuring that the data

sources consulted were appropriately qualified, and also assured that the

data was provided to Hlamilton Standard in a timely fashion. These facilities,

"and the men who provided this coordinating function are as follows:

Mr. Vincent lacono NARADCOM-CEMEL Natick R&D Command,
Natick, MA

Mr. Julius Romano AAH P1O Army Aviation Program Office,
St. Louis, MO

CPT 'Timothy Savage U.S. Army USAVN Center,
Fort Rucker, AL

Mr. Matthew Hutton Chem Systems Lab Aberdeen, MD

CPT Paul Garrett Human Engr. Lab Aberdeen, MD

Mr. William Barlow Chief Aero/ Hughes Helicopters
Thermodyamics Culver City, CA

Dr. Matthew L. Her% NARADCOM-ORSAO Natick R&D Command,
Natick, MA

Dr, Jeffrey Man tekas

* Renamed U.S. Army Natick Research and Dovelopment Laboratory, 1980.
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Hamilton Standard personnel performing this program were:

SMr. George C. Rannenberg Frincipal Engineer and author of final report

Mr. Mark M. Hultman Chemical Analysis Engineer

Mr. Ph,'lip F. Heimlich Design Engineer

Mr. John R. Nason Thermodynamic Analysis Engineer

Mr. Thaddeus E. Burr Asst. Program Manager.

Mr. Alfred 0. Brouillet Program Manager
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"1. THE CB CHALLENGE

(a) CB MUNITION SYSTE,•S

(1) Categories of Agents Considered

The following is an unclassified version of this section of the report,

which is available in Volume 2 (classified Secret).

Seven types of chemical agents, considered to be representative of those

confrouting the AAH (Reference 6), are classified by their effect on humans

and are considered in this study to be the specification agents against which

defense capabilities of the AAH should be evaluated. The seven types of

agents are summarized in Table 1. Specific chemical names and symbols for

warfare agents are pres.•nted in Table 2.1 The following is a discussion

of these agents.

Vomiting and irritant agents are used primarily to harass target personnel.

Specific chemical names and additional information on these types of agents, and

also on incapacitating agents are provided in the classified Appendix C of this

report.

Blood and choking agents are colorless and are non-persistent. A non-

persistent agent is one which disperses rapidly because of a high vapor pressure.

Evaporation rates are very high and these agents show an advantage when it is

desired to occupy an area soon after an attack. These agents cause coma, con-

vulsion, and death if a high enough concentration is inhaled.

For the blister agent Distilled Mustard (HD), and the nerve agents Tabun,

Sarin, Soman(G) and O-Ethyl S-2-D0 Isopropyl Amino Ethyl Methyl Phosponothiolate (Y

"complete body protection is required. Blister agent, also known as mustard, is

often delivered in a thickened form which poses a lingering threat to troops.

"Mustard, while primarily known for its blister causing property, also damages the

N eyes, blood vessels, and respiratory tract.

1 Planning and Conducting Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear Defense

Training. AK.my Field Manual FM 21-48, June 1973.

_" 1 pgvgOU PAGE
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TABLE 2. CH~EMICAL AGENT NOMENCLATURE
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Nerve agents GA, GO, GD and VX kill at very low dosages. They act not

only by inhalation, but also percutaneously. Even at trace dosage& the eyes

"are adversely affected by narrowing and ditting of the field of vision. The

nerve agents are often thickened with organic solvents or polymers to increase

casualties by penetration of the protective ensemble, and to obtain slower

dissipation into the atmosphere. Penetration is dependent upon the size of

the liquid drops and the vapor pressure. Increasing the liquid drop sizes

by adding thickener increases the amount of agent and the time the agent is
on the suit.

1'4
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(2) Chemical Agents Not Considered

Certain chemical agents which a-e known to effectively circumvent the

standard Army CB filter concept were not considered, since previous studies

have shown their reduced toxicity requires such large delivered tonnages

that they are inferior to other weapons systems.

Certain chemical agents, such as carbon monoxide or anmmnia, will not

be removed either by activated carbon, or by particul-ta filtration in tsi

current canister. However, the relatively low toxicity of these agents

makes them extremely difficult to deliver in lethal quar.'ties. Previous

"studies have shown such agents to be inferior to common high explosives as

weapons, and therefore they have not been considered in this study.

Other chemica) agents such as metallic carbonyls are toxic enough to be

considered, but no practical means of delivering a dispersal fine enough to

pass through the particulate filter was uncovered in this study.

At ar7 rate the development of agents which circumvent the current

"canister would undoubtedly only cause a revision of the canister to take

place to provide a defense against them. There is no assurance that the

p specific construction of thi! current canister will remain unchanged, but

- rather it is assumed in this study that the defense concept of the chemical

filter is sound and that revisions to the specific internal construction of

the throwaway portion will be made when required.

'I
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(3) ?Lnitions Used for Development of Chemical Agents

Chemtc.;il and biological warfare agents are delivered by a variety of means,

fl including artillery, rockets, bombs, missiles, land mines, and direct spray from

aircraft and helicopters.

The content of this paragraph is classified, and is available in. Vol. 2

]hich is classified Secret.

.:: ,/
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(4) Biological Weapons

Biological weapons employing living microorganisms, were considered

limited by their lndbility to pass through mask particulate filters.

"The objective of using biological weapons is to reduce the ability of

military personnel to fight. While biological weap•,,ry is also used to

N cause disease of animals and plants and to cause deterioration of materials,
@.

the primary focus in this study is on the reduction of the AAH crew's fighting

ability.

U Biological agents consist of living micro-organisms including bacteria,

rickettsia and viruses. These agents are affected by their environment.

"with some easily destroyed by sunlight in a ratter of hours, while others

remain infectious after several hours.

"The effects of antipersonnel biological agents kre the same as those

associated with specific diseases such as typhoid, influenza, diphtheria,

5 Wetc. The severity of the disease produced depends upon the dosage received,

the route of entry into the body, defenses that the body may already have

against the agent, the speed and type of treatment, and the ability of the

-, agent to break down normal body defenses and interfere with normal body

functions.

With all biological agents, there is considerable delay between the

time an agent enters the body, and th,. point at which symptom of disease

appear. This is coouonly referred to as the incubation period which, due to

its inexactness, is expressed as a range. This tidie range can be altered in

several ways.

"Excessive doses of the agent may shorten the incubation period and also

change the course of the disease. An abnormal route of entry for the agent

may result in a gross change in symptoms of the disease, such that it cannot

17



be recognized by a physician. An example of an abn-jrmal route of entry would

be through a cut or wound, rather than orally. Also. the synergistic effects

of two or more agents may so completely mask or alter the symptoms of each

that the resulting set of symptoms may not be Associated with either agent.

I The three n~ormaal openings in the body through which a biological agent

may enter are the respiratory tract, broken skin, and the digestive tract.

Biological agents entering the respiratory tract are passed easily into the

blood stream and circulated throughout the body. The unbroken skin provides

excellent protection against biological agents, however, vectors such as

insects may infect individual3 percutaneously to produce serious diseases.

* The only remaining openings in the body are associated with the digestive

* tract, and biological agent entry via this route is unlikely but not impossible.

Factors such as body immuunity, light, tec;?erature, and moisture affect

the infectious ability of biological agents. The ultraviolet component of

I sunlight kills most biological agents. Increasing the temperature causes

*most agents to die more rapidly. Finally, low relative humidity

*causes organisms to die more rapidly than high humidity conditions.

Dispersal of biological agents can be made by pumping a slurry, or "op

* laden with agent, through spray nozzles. As the carrier liquid (water for

examiple) evaporates, the droplets get smaller and the concentration of agent

in the droplet increasei. As the carrier disappears, the remaining portion

approaches its smallest possible dispersal size. It is in this smallest

* possible delivery size that the maximum danger is reached, because of the

increased possibility of passing through the particulate filter portion of thie

CS defense system. This study considers that this lower limit in effective

agent size was greater than 1 micron, and that the particulate filter in the

canister is an adequate defense.

18



In a like manner the dispersal of biological agents can be made by surrounding

-. an explosive with a powder of finely ground dried agent. Again there are

"practical limits to the smallest size biological agent particle which can be

delivered, and this study considers that this lower limit in size was greater

. than 1 micron and that the particulate filter in the canister is an adequate

defense.

,iological agents also tend by their nature to be long response time

weapcns, much !ike strategic bombing, rather than weapons which would be con-

* sidered to bring down a helicoptzr. This being the case one would expect bio-

• 'logical agents to be used against more permanent staging areas and larger

bases, rather than on the helicopter versus tank battlefield.

19
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(5) The Chemical Threat Environment

The rates at which various munitions must be delivered to a target to pro-

duce significant casualties is known, and therefore a model battlefield situation

was constructed for use in this study.

This chemical warfare battlefield model is classified Secret and is

available in volume 2.

20
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(b) THE EFFECTS OF CHEMICAL AGENTS ON HUMANS

(1) General Toxicity of Agents

"'he following is an unclassified version of this section of the

report. A classified version is available in Volume 2, which is classified

Secret.

Chemical agents vary in toxic effect depending upon dosage. The various

chemical concentrations of nerve agents and blister agents which produce

varying degrees of symptom are discussed in detail in Volume 2. Meteorological

effects on agent effectiveness are also considered.

The basic conclusion of this section is that even very low concentrations

of nerve agent are detrimental to the vision of the AAH pilot, and therefore,

the protective mask must be worn at all times. While these agents are also

effective percutaneously, the dosages of G-agent and H-agent expected inside a

clean AAH are not sufficient to warrant wearing of the CS protective clothing

ensemble by the crew. The possibility of liquid cont;inination outside the

AAH, however, makes wearing the suit necessary since the suit cannot be put

on and taken off inside the helicopter. The suit is also necessary for

safety inside a contaminated cabin.

21 L



(2) Eye Toxicity Effect on AAH Crew

Detailed information on pilot's baseline performance versus performance when

his eyes are affected by chemical agent was not available, but its absence does not

affect the conclusions of this study because this study assumes a very con-

servative concentration to be unacceptable. A quantitative evaluation of

reduction in pilot performance vs. chemical agent dose was not considered in

this study. The dose of agent required for onset of miosis (eye performance

degradation) or inflammation has been established over a broad range, but

evaluating the oncet of eye degradation to specific pilot performance and

mission effectiveness is more difficult, For purposes of this study it has

been assumed that any pilot miosis results in a mission casualty. That is

to say, any 3bservable miosis will cause the mission to be aborted, even

though the crew and helicopter will most likely survive.

It has been conservatively assumed in this study that a dosage of 0.5

mg-min/m 3 is sufficient to produce eye effects which could reduce pilot

performance. Reduction in pilot performance does not occur immediately if

the time in-which this dose is accumulated is short because miosis can occur

up to several minutes after the dosage level has been absorbed. It is

believed that the use of such a conservative aosage limit is desirable in

that it provides a form of safety factor, or safety margin, which should be

used in a study of this type.

The use of cour.termeasures or antidotes by the flight crew appears im-

practical insofar as miosis prevention is concerned. Antidote injections,

for example, are of no use to a helicopter pilot in preventing nr,curing

miosis, because side effects result in an unacceptable reduction in the

capability of the pilot. Such countermeasures can save lives, but do not

preserve full capability of the pilot while doing so, and therefore cannot

be a viable method of protection for the AAH crew.

22



"(3) Toxicity of Biological Agents

No significant data on biological warfare agents with regard to their dis-

persal means, effect, or dosage was uncovered in the reference material made

available for onls study. Likewise the only significant data uncovered re-

garding defense against biological agents is discussed in Section 1 (a)(4).

It is therefore concluded that such information is beyond the security

classification of this study. However, lack of this data has no effect on the

conclusions of this report, providing the biological penetration data of Table 3

of this report are correct.

TABLE 3 ORIGINAL DESIGN OBJECTIVES OF ARMY CS MASK ASSEMBLY

THE MASK ASSEMBLY SHALL PROTECT T.HE PACE. EYES AND RESPIRATORY TRACT FROM FIELD

CONCENTRATIONS OF CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL AGENTS.

CAPABILITY OF THE RESPIRATORY CHEMICAL FILTER SHOULD PROTECT THE WEARER FROM" A
MINIMUM OF I5 ATTACKS WITH G-TYPE AGENTS. A CHEMICAL ATTACK IS DEFINED AS AN
"EXPOSURE TO I 000 MG/M

3 
CONCENTRATION POR ZO MINUTES

PROTECTION CAPACITY OF THE RESPIRATORY CHEMICAL FIL.TER SHOULD BE ADEQUATE FOR
AT LEAST ONE ATTACK WITH BLOOD AGENTS..

AEROSOL PROTECTION BY PARTICULATE FILTER:

CHEMICAL PENEl RATION -0.01% MAX.
NUCLEAR PENETRATION - 0.01% MAX.
BIOLOGICAL PENETRATION - 0.0001% MAX.

LIQUID PROTECTION THROUGH MASK SURFACE MATERIALS:

" HOURS PROTECTION PROM LIQUID AGENTS SUCH AS MUSTARD. THICKENED SOMAN,
AND VX

VAPOR oirPUSION PROTECTION THROUGH MASK SURFACE MATERIALS:

4 HOURS PROTXCTIbN FROM MUSTARD. THICKENED SOMAN. AND VX.

"ALL THE ABOVE DESIGN OBJECTIVES ARE MET OR EXCEEDI.. MY THE MASK ASSEMBLY CONSIDERED
IN THIS STUDY.

-. EFERENCE FOR THIS TABLE:
REQUIRED OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE NEW PROTECTIVE MASK. RECEIVED FROM
CSL ON 1 1/271/7.
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(c) AMBIENT CB ENVIRONMENT EXPECTED TO CONFRONT AAH

Vapor concentration and dosage levels expected to be encountered by the

AAI are hMghly dependent upon the type of munition emplcyed, meteorological

conditions, and terrain factors. Vapor and liquid agent environments are

"dependent upon temperature, lapse rate, wind speeui relative humidity, precip-

-itation, terrain, and height of detonation. While many of these factors

apply primarily to ground level concentrations and dosages, they will also

have an important influence upon the CB environment experienced by the AAH.

This discussion of meteorological effects on the CB environment is primarily

concerned with the lower one hundred meters of the atmosphere.

Temperature has a strong effect on the persistence of deposited chemical

agents.' Figure '1 shows the vapor levels remaining after a deposition of 3g/m2 atr"-

g/m2 , as a function of time after deposition at three different temperatures. 2

Also shown in Figure 1 is the fact that lower temperatures

cause lower concentrations to persist for a longer time period, while high

temperatures cause higher concetitrations to persist for much shorter time

periods, tending to equalize the total concentration times time (CXT) exposure.

In general, high ambient air temperatures favor high casualty rates for unmasked

troops, and cold temperatures favor delayed casualties from liquid penetration

of the suit. This is a generalized appraisal based on the available information.

The effects of lower temperatures on toxic munitions are extremely complex and

difficult to generalize.

Temperature gradient with altitude (lapse rate) is important in determin-

#4 ing the rate of dissipat.ion of CB agents, and also is important in distributing

the chemical deposition. A high lapse rate distributes agents much more

rapidly. An inversion lapse rate, in which the air near the surface is cooler

than that above, does not allow the agents to dissipate vertically, thereby

trapping high concentration of agents near the ground. Because of this

2 Chemical Agent Decontam±nation Study.

Joint Technical Coordinating Group for Munitions Effectiveness
January 1976. (Secret Report)
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phenomenon. tuqerature inversion conditions are normally considered ideal for

a chemical attack.

"Wind has the large effect on chemical agent dispersion that one would

expect. Small area non-peristent chemical attacks are most effective when

winds do not exceed 5 knots (9.3 km per hr). For large area attacks it is

most desirable to have wind speeds less than 15 knots (27.8 ka per hr). In

view of the generally higher concentration near ground level, the wind created

by the AAH downwash during hover will probably tend to reduce concentrations

and dosages in the vicinity of the AAH by mixing relatively agent-free air from

above with chemically contaminated air below. This effect may be reversed if

the AAH is within 10 meters of the ground due to higher evaporation rates of

"liquid agents incurred by the iipingement of the downwash on the ground.

Terrain exerts considerabfe influence on chemical agent clouds. In

general, higher concentration of agents tend to accumulate in valleys,depressions,

and foxholes. The AAH pilot should avoid such areas if feasible. Rough

ground, including that covered by brush, tall grass, or trees, impairs the

dispersion of chemical agents, and less agent would be encountered if the

helicopter is set down upwind in the most open, highest area possible,

Height of detonation varies depending upon the type of munition and atmo-

spheric conditions. They can be detonated barometrically or set to explode on

Impact. Detonation is normally set from 0 to 100 meters. With the AAH mission

* *."occurring primarily within the lower 100 meters of the atmosphere, agent concentra-

"tions and dosages occurring outside the AAH may be just as high as at ground

level, and for this reason no differentiation will be made between agent con-

centrations occurring during flight and those encountered on the ground during

rearming/refueling.
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(d) AAH MISSION PROFILE

(1) Derivation of "Standard Helicopter Combat Day"

The following is an unclassified version of this section of the report.

A classified version is available In Voluine 2, which is classified Secret.

As part of the specification for the contract of this study, the Army

supplied a detailed time-line for a single combat flight,. which was

then expanded as part of this study to what is referred to as a "Standard

Helicopter Combat Day'. The resulting AAH mission profile used in this study

is shown in Figure 2. The mission is considered to begin at the time

the crew leaves the protective enclosure and to end at the time the crew

- exits the AAH upon return to base. After a preflight briefing of 41 minutes,

the crew is transported to the helicopter, a journey which takes 11 minutes.

After arrival at the AAH, 67 minutes are spent in preflight checks. Take-off

itself takes six minutes. Actua4 flight time after becoming airborne is 77

minutes for a single flight, making total time from leaving the protective

enclosure to returning from the first flight (including post-flight briefing)

1 181 minutes. We will assume for purposes of this study that six such flights

in sequence constitute a "Standard Helicopter Combat Day", and therefore the

total mission time for the crew, measured from leaving the protective enclosure,o\

to egress from the AAH upon return to base, is slightly less than twelve

hours.

The OStandard Helicopter Combat Day" profile selected for this study

"assumes that the AAH crew is already suited at the start of the day and has

not yet entered suit decontamination procedures which are available at the

end of the day's mission. Suit donning and doffing factors are identical to

"those faced by all other elements of the Army, and therefore are not covered

in this study of the AAH. It is further assumed that if a crewmember is

ccntaminated with liquid agent while refueling or reaming, that adeq/uate
:.13

% Hunfeld Tactical Mission, Supp1ement" to AH WSTEA Report Data.
(Unclassified) which Is enclosure 2 of letter from Robert Eaton toAAjH

A. Program Manager, dated 12 December 1978.
27
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measures will be taken hafore the crewvember re-enters 'he AAH. Failure to

decotitaminate such a liquid agent from a crewmember could result in death

"to the affected person, due to the fact that agent trapped between the suit and

seat is prevented from evaporating, and in fact may be pressed through the

U porous suit material. This makes a rather strong case for the improved safety of

the totally impermeable suit in spite of its somewhat more severe heat rejection

problems. In any case, such decontamination problems are also faced by all

other elements of the ArvW, and therefore, are not specifically covered in this

study of the AAJI.

.i2

.-p°

*
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(2) Der:vatLon of "Helicopter CB Day"

The following is an unclassified version of this section of the report.

A classified version is available in. Volume 2, Which is classified Secret.

The "Standard Helicopter Combat Day' established in Section l..(d)(1) was

superimposed with an estimate of the CS environment to produce what is referred

to as a "Helicopter CS Day, for purposes of evaluating the CS defense characteristics

of the AAH.

While a clear definition of a single flight was side available for the

study, a clear definition of the number of flights made consecutively in one

day was not made available. Therefore, the concept of a "Standard Helicopter

Combat Day" was adopted by Hamilton Standard as described in Figure 2.

In order to proceed with the concept of a "Helicopter C8 Day', it has been

assumed that CS exposure will exist on and off, without warning, during 50%

of the flight time of the "Standard Helicopter Combat Day".

. The in-flight CS exposure is assumned to consist of flights through clouds

of G-agent, mustard, or blood agent (cyanogen chloride). The most probable

attack scenario described in Section L.(a)(5) was. adopted as representative of

typical exposure levels during flight. While it is possible to encounter G-

"agent concentrations as high a& 350 mg/= 3 for very short periods of time and

"some typet of attack can produce vapor concentration as high as 10,000 mg/N 3

for brief periods of time, it will be assumed that the AAH will more typically
..i be exposed to a max 4mum continuous concentration of G-agent of 25 mg/m 3 when

on the ground at the FARRP.

While the assumpt!ons made here may exaggerate the possibilities of CS

exposure, it is important that a purposely severe threat be chosen to evaluate

the capability of the ,vailable protective devices. The assumption of a 12-

hour mission with six hours at this relatively high CS exposure is felt to

0 meet this requirement.
30



- As shown in Figure. 2, Lhe first flight of the day requires almost

double the time in the APR as do subsequent flights due to the requirement for

pre-flight checks. Sixty-seven (67) minutes of the first flight is spent on

* the ground with the MN crew aboard. Pre-flight checks are followed by the

"'" first 83-minute flight. For the first flight, 11 minutes are spent getting to

the AAH, and 20 minutes are spent at the FARRP, for a total of 31 minutes

during which the AA crew may be exposed to the chemical threat outside of the

vehicle.

Considering the above, total flight time for the day is 498 minutes (565

minus 67), and with the 50% exposure ground rule, this means 249 minutes of

potential CB exposure. For 33.5 minutes, the crew cnuld be exposed to 25

mg/nm3 prior to take-off, and finally they could be exposed to 65.5 minutes of

25 mg/O 3 o tside the AAH and at.he FARRP. For purposes of estimating typical

'life of the personal respiratory filter, it has been assumed that each CB day

will consist of exposure 100% of the time at the FARRP at 25 mg/m 3 (100 minutes),

and 50% of the time in flight (249 minutes) at concentrations experienced in
*ow:

"flight. The above defines the "Helocopter CB Day' which Hamilton Standard

considered in this study.

It turns out that the severity of the above design ,:ondition for evaluating

*: the chemical protection capability is relatively unimportant. There is such a

large safety factor margin for both the suit and the respiratory devices,

using the above design criteria, that one is forced to conclude that the

primary chemical danger does not come from the expected AN mission, but

rather from, improperly fitted equipment, physical contact with liquid agent,

and battle conditions in which no suitable decontaminaticn facilities are

available. The adequacy of the existing CB ensemble for the threat of the

expected mission is more thoroughly described in Sections 4.(a) and 4.(b,.

31
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()CB ENVIRONMENT INSIDE PRESENT AAH HELICOPTER

*] The following is an unclassified version of this section of the report.

A classified version is available in Volume 2, which is classified Secret.

Without collective chmical or particulate control added to the AAM,

lethal dosages of C8 agents will enter the cabin through the normal-air supply

systm and by infiltration; however interior levels will be considerably

attenuated compared to external levels.

The AAH cabin volume attenuates external concentrations of agents;- however,

lethal levels of agents rapidly build up. Total dosages for G-agents experienced

by the crew are far above the lethal level for inhalation and thus the protective

mask must be worn at all times in a CS theater. G-agent or HD dosages, however,

are not high enough to warrant the wearing of CS protective garments by the

crew when inside a clein AAH cabin urless there is contamination by liqutd

droplets.

-32
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2. INDIVIDUAL CB DEFENSE CAPABILITY

(a) SUITABILITY OF AVAILABLE RESPIRATORY PROTECTIVE SYSTEM AGAINST AGENTS
CONS IDERED

(1). Agents Handled by Respiratory Protective System

The standard MI1AI cartridge, when installed in a properly fitted mask,

protects the wearer from all chemical agents considered in this study. A

properly fitted mask protects the face, eyes, and respiratory tract of the

wearer from chemical and biological agents through the use of particulate

filtration for aerosol and particle removal, and activated impregnated carbon

for toxic gas removal. The protective mask is equipped with an expendable

charcoal canister/filter which has an adequate capacity to protect the wearer

from at least 15 severe chemical attacks with G-type agents.

The basic operational requirements net by the mask are summarized in

Table 3. The basic requirement is to provide protection from fifteen

chemical attacks with G type agents, where a chemical attack is defined as an

exposure to a concentration of 1000 mg/m 3 for 20 minutes. In reality the mask

is capable of protecting against much higher concentrations as demonstrated by

the test results shown in Table 4. In addition, the protective mask

will protect from vapor and liquid penetration of the rubber mask material

itself for a minimum of six hours when worn with a protective hood.

While virus particles are normally extremely minute, it is assumed in this

study that they must be disseminated through the use of a vector or some

' carrier agent capable of providing nutrients. None of these carrier agents

*2: was considered in this study to be smaller than 1.0 micron (see Section L.(a)(4)),

*- nor are any droplets of thickened agent considered less than 0.3 microns.
"- The pleated filter used in the charcoal canister is designed to remove

*- 99.99% of all particulate matter 0.3 micron and larger in size.

o'%
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* TABLE 4. PERFORMANCE TEST ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA -MIOA! CANISTER

AGINT TEST CONCENTRATION MIN. LIFE CX"

03 (SARIN) 4.000 ± 200 MiG/ m3 7s MiN. 300.000 MG-MIN/M3

CK (CYANOGEN CHLORIDI) 4.000 * 200 MG/rm 30 ML. 120.000 M~t-MIN/M
3

""AC (HYDROCYANIC ACID) 10.000 $*00 MG/ *N.A.

CO (PHOrGsNoE 20.000 .5, m . I *N.R.

SA (ARBINE) 10,900 Soo MG/, 3 **NR.

*NO SPECIFIC TIME REQUIR9MEINT FOR THESE AGENTS.

NREFERENCE FOR THIS TABLEZ
"NREQUIRED OPERATIONAL CHARACTIRISTIC"
OF THE NEW PROTECTIVE MASMK

RECEIVED FROM CI.L. ON 11/27/79
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(2) Usage Life of Respiratory Protective System

The MIOA1 cartridge protective assembly has the capacity to provide

protection for a large number of chemical encounter missions of the type

selected for the 'Helicopter CB Day" described in Section L.(d)(2). The MiOAI

cartridge has the capacity to sorb a minimum G-agent dosage of 300,000 mg

min/m 3 . Traversing one CB event, as defined in Section L.(a)(5), results in crew

exposure to the dosage levels shown in the unclassified figures

of classified 'Volume 2. With these unclassified figures, calculations

were made for dosage per each of these events for various assumed aircraft

speeds. This was then combined with the mission of Figure 2 as described

in Section l.(d)(2). Table 5 shows this comparison between dosage per CB

event, dosage per mission, and MlOAl cartridge chemical capacity. Only a

very small fraction of the G-agent capacity of the cartridge is used on what

is considered in this study to be a heavy CB day.

Considering that the maximum concentration of G-agent rarely exceeds

300 mg/m 3 , and that the minimum capacity of the canister is 300,000 mg

min/m 3 , the wearer may survive for more than 16 hours (1000 minutes) even

when experiencing the maximum possible concentration attainable.

Although the M1OAl cartridge has a greac excess of capacity for G-

agents, there is a limitation when exposed to the non-persistent agent

cyanogen chloride (CK). Minimum design CxT for this agent is 120,000 mg

min/m3 . Saturation of CK at 20*C is approximately 3000 mg/m 3 ; however,

maximum actual concentrations experienced on the battlefield are more likely

to be on the order of 300 mg/m 3 . Canister life under these letter conditions

would be only 6.6 hours. At the above saturated concentration, canister

life would be only 40 minutes. In short, the canister is capable of withstanding

a severe chemical attack with blood agents; however, if it is believed that

a severe attack with blood agents has occurred, the canister should be

changed as soon as possible.
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TABLE 5 (U) MIOAI CHARCOAL LIFE FOR G-AGENT

IIINUMBER OPDONUG M EVRNTIrK TOTAL DOSAGE9 MASK

nONE - DOSAG ON TOTAL CAPACITY*

CVCNT DAY FLIGHT GROUND DOSAGI (C8 DAYS)

VELOCITY M"W. MIM
(KNOTS) U' Id

40 11.4 of 1112.4 247 3597 02

00 7.1 IS :02471 2433 1 67

120 L3 154 073 2473 3430 67

ISO .'.0 190 393 247l 2470 _i

*WHERE A STANDARD °HELICOPTE3R CS DAY" CONSISTS OP 243 MINUTES FLUGHT TIME. AND 100 MINUTES

GROUND TIME PER DAY AT 2S MG/MU3 COi•CNTMATrON.-
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No data defining the storage capacity of the MlOAl cartridge for bacteri-

ologically active dust was discovered during this study. It is assumed,

however, that this is not a limiting factor for the assembly, provided that

the expendable cartridge is changed as recommended by the manufacturer.

"Storage capacity for biological and other aerosols and dusts is limited only

by the added breathing resistance such loading imposes on the wearer.

In view of the fact that there is at this time no practical way to assess

-~- cartridge life remaining, it is important that the cartridge be changed

in accordance with applicable training manuals or other official guidance.

4-
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(b) CRL. PROTECTION PROVIDED BT THE POROUS, CBON-IMPREGATED SUIT

(1) 'Agent Protection Afforded Wearer

The standard available CB protective overgarment, when properly fitted,

will protect the AAH crew from all chemical and biological agents considered

In this study.

The content of the remainder of this section is classified and is available

• "tin Vol-•me 2 which is classified Secret.
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(2) Usage Life of Suit

The standard available CB protective garment is overdesigned in chemical

resistance for the AAH crew compared to som. other Army occupations; therefore,

"its life for the AAH flight crew will usually be limited by wear and cleaning.

The pri.ary purpose of the CB protective overgarment is to protect the

wearer from the direct impact of liquid droplets. This is accomplished through

an activated carbon impregnated material which adsorbs vapors emitted on the

exterior surface of the cloth in the vicinity of the wetted site.

Suit degradation is caused by the accumulation of excreted body oils and

perspiration which accumulate in the protective material. Oils or solvents of

any kind are suspected of rendering the suit ineffective by wicking through

the carbon impregnated suit and carrying agent with it. The effects of oils

and solvents are still being evaluated.

The suit has been found capable in tests of providing adequate vapor and

liquid protection after 14 days of normal wear in battlefield conditions.

Allowable wear time for the less active AAH crewmember could therefore be

longer than 14 days, however, 14 days is the longest test verified wear period.

Contamination of the suit at any time during the allowable wear period is

grounds for replacement or cleaning. Replacement of the suit is recommended

within 6 hours of contamination. The effect of laundering the CB protective

overgarment or protection level is still being evaluated.

Thickened GD or VX agents which are specifically used to cause casualties

by protective suit penetrationn have low vapor pressures and a high potential

for material penetration via vapor diffusion. Therefore, these agents will

have a more deleterious effect on useful suit life than exposure to gaseous

agents.

A.. 39
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In summary, the CB protective overgarment protects the wearer for up to

14 days of continuous wear, protecting the wearer from both the vapor and

*i liquid threats. The suit is replaced when either 14 days of continuous wear

-- have accumulated, or within 6 hours if the suit has been contaminated by a CB

attack or by oil droplets.

.40
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WC) DESCRIPTION OF AVAILABLE CB PROTECTIVE GARMENTS

A complete array of flightworthy CB garments suitable for the AAH flight

S-crew exists. But they must be considered Ofirst generationo equipment since the

"- special requirements of airmen have alread.y made apparent the need for certain

improvements.

There are options available, and many different combinations of CB attire

are possible for the AAH crew, but the following is what might be referred to

as the baseline CB attire for the 1980-1985 time frame:

a) Underwear (T-shirt, drawers, socks)

b) Two-piece chemical protective suit (overgarment)

c) One-piece fire-resistant coveralls

d) Armored vest

e) XM-29 CB protective mask

f) M-9 Aviators CB protective hood

g) SPH-4 flight helmet

h) Butyl gloves with cotton liners

i) Nomex flight gloves

j) Standard boots

k) Butyl footwear covers

The use of cold weather clothing as part of the CB ensemble may not be

"necessary for the AM flight crew, because the chemical protective suit is

worn over the aircrew clothing and provides thermal insulation as well as

chemical protection. A brisk cold day is necessary to remove bcdy heat, if

any significant physical work is being done, as is discussed in detail in

Section 4.(d).

A brief specification and photograph of each of the CB protective

clothing options is shown in Appendix A. The chemical defense character-

istics of the respiratory protective system are covered in Section 2.(a).

The chemical defense characteristics of the suit are covered in Section 4.(2).
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Helicopter operation does not in itself result in any new requirements

for CB garments, but it does point up the inherent deficiencies. These

deficiences can never be completely eliminated, but certainly can be improved

"upon. One such example is bulkiness. It is impossible to have clothing

without some bulk. But bulkiness around the waist of an infantry truck

driver might be without consequence, whereas bulkiness around the waist of a

helicopter pilot could block off his view of Instruments in a waist high

console. Bulkiness in the glove of an infantry truck driver could be without

consequence, whereas it could interfere with operation of a circuit breaker

panel on a helicopter, and so on. Examples of reduced agility and dexterity are:

a) widened fingers interfering with operation of switches

b) feet slipping from pedals and bulky for good pedal operation

c) ties, straps, and butky folds catching on levers and other cock-

U pit protrusions

Interference of the mask with vision is undoubtedly a more critical

matter for the AAH flightcrew than for many other AraW occupations. Unimpeded

vision and rapid reflexes are obviously essential to survival when flying

near the earth between trees. There are several ways in which this visual

impairnent can take place, for example:

a) reduction of field of view by mask

b) distortion of image by the mask lens

"c) inability to hold eye at proper focal length for gun sight, night

vision apparatus, telescopic sight, etc.

d) inability to remove sweat from the eyes

e) fog on the mask lens, particularly on the inside where it cannot be

"removed.

Another area of concern Is that of physical discomfort to a degree which

can cause distraction, headache, nausea, dizziness, and disorientation.
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Examples of causes of this kind of discomfort are:

a) excessive pressure against the head or face

b) eye strain from vii- I distortion

c) improper breathing rate, resulting in higher or lower oxygen

levels than desired, caused by voluntary breathing effort required

to overcome respiratory system pressure drop. XM-30 series mask

pressure drop is low enough to reduce this to be a minor problem.

d) inability to reject body heat, with resultant artifically induced

fever. This heat rejection problem is described in detail in

Section 4.0d).

"Improvements in ease of donning and doffing are continuously being

evaluated. The difficulty is, of course, that chemical safety requirements must

predominate over convenience in opening and closing access points.

,.. Fire resistance requirements, not unique to airmen, are of tremendous

importance. In spite of design improvements to reduce the fire hazard in hel-

",' iropters, flame resistant clothing still represents the flight crew's best

chance of surviving fire. With the current baseline CB attire, the helicopter

crew faces a dilemma. The fire resistant coveralls are most effective as the

outermost clothing layer. But unfortunately bulkiness of the chemical suit makes

the ensemble more comfortable with the fire coveralls inside even though the

carboi, filled foamed overgarment is not fire resistant. A Product Improvement Proposal
(PIP) is in process to

develop a fire resistant overgarment, but no improvement is expected in its bulky

configuration or ability to dissipate body ,leat in warm environments.

SMany different approactes are being considered in effort to alleviate

the factors discussed above. A brief summary of these development approaches

together with respective areas of improvement, currently being considered by the

Army Natick Labs, is shown in Table 6.
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-. - (d) VALUE OF CHEMICAL ALARMS IN AAH DEFENSE

Tte availability of suitable alarms can improve crew safety and mission

effectiveness by allowing more utilization time of the helicopter with the

crewman in the "mask-off" mode.

Available alarms are expected to be development derivatives of the

current M43 alarm. The M43 series alarms are about 6' x 6 A 80,(15.2x15.2/20.3 cm)
in size, can
"operate on 28 MDC power, and weigh about 6.5 lb: (3.0 kg). The M43 responds

quickly to
high concentrations, and slower to low concentrations. Typical response

characteristics for a "dry sensor" alarm of the type expected to be available

in the time period of this study are shown in Table 7.

"Alarm systems are of little value to the crew of an unprotected helicopter

who fly into a thick agent cloud with masks off. Encountering cloud concentra-

tions on the order of 350 mg/m 3 would result in unacceptable interior con-

centrations, and lead to a rapid dosage buildup to the eye effect dosage,

before a mask could be donned. To illustrate this response tine problem let

us return to the artillery attack model presented in Section 3.1.5. Upon

"flying into the most dense (centerline) concentrations, the crew will be

alerted to a G-agent presence in about 1.8 seconds, when traveling at 90

knots (167 km per hr). Unless the crew can don their masks within about 8
seconds, eye defects

will be inevitable. The 8- second time availability is optimistic because it

assumes that there is no lag time in the sampling line between the outside of

. the AAH and the alarm. Even with these typical levels of agents, there Is

* insufficient time to don a mask, and higher concentrations make even less time

available. It should t- pointed out that the development of faster alarm

response at high agent concentrations cannot influence the response time

problem for 4 cabin without collective protection. Even a zero time alarm

"response wOL J give the crew only about two seconds more, or 10 seconds to don

their masks instead of 8 seconds.

45
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* TABLE 7 TYPICAL RESPONSE TIME OF DRY SENSO2 CHEMICAL DETECTOR

p ALARM

TIME TO TRIP ALARM 0O0E TO TRIP ALAAM

CONCENTRATION

Or VOLATILE: VISCOUS: VOLATILE: VISCOUS:

AGENT Q_ 0 AGENTS VX AGENTS G AGENTSI. VX AGENTS

0.3 MG/M
3  4 SueC 6 Sac: #* M-M1N 0.03 MG-MIN

M3

J. Me/u LE ISSc 00.042 M"IN 0.043 MG-MIN

Is0MG/U
3  1.1 sac 1.5 SEC 0.ZS MG-MoN 4.29 MGI-MEN

I -J

* NE~REFERENCE: FR~j.m UNCLASSIFIED DATA PROVIDED BY

* €CD DETECTION ALARM DIVISION
,SL. ABERi0DEEN (FEE. I i, I 0O)
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"Since alarms cannot materially affect the ability to fly "mask off" in a

helicopter without collective protection, it is concluded that alarms are pri-

marily of use in unprotected helicopters for masked crewmembers to sound the

"alarm to others whto are behind or downwind.

In a helicopter with a collective filter system however, alarms have

several potential uses. An alarm sensing ambient air agent concentration may

be used to automatically divert incoming ambient airflow to the cabin to go

through a CB filter. Shut off dampers are necessary on the inlet and outlet

of CB filters to protect them from everyday vapors and dusts which would

otherwise contaminate them and make them worthless when an actual CB agent

attack occurs. Construction of these dampers, or valves, is discussed further

. in Section 6.(d)(3). An alarm sensing .ambient air concentration can be used to

"automatically trigger the motiojD of these dampers from the position of protecting

the CB filter to the position of forcing all incoming air through the filter.

The same actuator can also be used by the flight crew to manually actuate the

dampers.

Figur'e 3 shows cabin concentration versus time for both an unprotected

cabin and a cabin with a collective filter for the model battlefield gradient

concentrations of Section 3.A.e and a helicopter speed of 90 knots. (167 km pr hr).
Note on

Figure 3 that the current unprotected cabin with all fresh aIr responds

very quickly, as shown by the left hand curve. The right hand curve responds

"slower at first, even though the air is not going through the filter, because

only about 25% of the airflow is fresh and the remainder is recirculated as

. described in Section 6.(d)(3). After the alarm trips and activates the filter,

the cabin concentration starts to decline, as shown.

Figure 4 shows the accumulated dose received by the flight crew for

the same ambient concentrations, when the collective system is automatically
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activated by an ambient air alarm. Only about one tenth of the dose required

for miosis will be received. Obviously it is quite possib7e to fly into

extremely high concentrations in which unacceptable doses could be received if

the filter system is not activated prior to entering the cloud. However,

adding the automatic provision adds only a wire, and possibly a relay, if both

a collective system and an alarm are already installed. This smdll additional

cost significantly adds to overall system safety when agents are unexpectedly

encountered with the CS filter in the non-activated mode.

Another use for an alarm is to indicate cabin air concentrations rather

than ambient air concentrations. A single alarm could be located inside the

AAH and sample both outside ambient air and inside cabin air by utilizing air

tubing at the inlet and outlet of the alarm case. Two sets of air tubing

could be used with a selector damper so that either inside or-outside air

could be sampled. The major problem, which could be a limiting factor in the

usefulness of alarms on AAH, is the difficulty of decontaminating the alarm

and its air sample tubing 3fter an exposure to thickened agent. A clean

assembly would provide the response characteristic shown in Table 7 for

its first exposure. Once contaminated, however, it is not clear that Subsequeldt

signals would be accurate nough to be of value. In other words, a clean

alarm would be capable of "sounding the alarm" but would not necessarily be

able to sound the "all clear- inside the cabin. The use of two alarms, one

inside the cabin and one in the ambient, would somewhat reduce the problem of

contaminated alarms, but not entirely, since the alarm in ambient air could

still receive thickened agent.

The changes to the AAH recommended in Section 10 of this study are un-

affected by alarm performance, but the availability of sensitive, accurate,

and reliable alarms can improve safety and improve mission effectiveness by

allowing increased safe utilization of thi helicopter in a "mask raf" condition.
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3. PR~ESENT AAH CB DEFENSE CAPABILITY

* "(a) Present AAH Components Affecting CB Defense

There are no components in the present AAH specifically designed for CS

warfare, although the particulate filter currently installed will remove a

significant portion of large particles and aerosols.

The filter system currently installed on the cabin air induction system

was not designed to remove chemical agents. but rather was designed to remove

-ust. It is an assembly consisting of multiple cyclone separators, each about

3/4" (1.9 cm))in diampter, assembled in parallel to form the complete filter. Performance

achieved is removal of about 90% of particles over 20 microns in size. Dust

in a helicopter is a major problem due to the rotor downwash during slow

vertical descent. The presently installed dust separator is the result of

many years of development and is presumably satisfactory for its intended

purpose. But unfortunately, thickened agents and aerosols will certainly be

trapped in it to a considerable degree. Besides trapping these agents for

later out-gassing, performance as a dust filter could be adversely affected by

;.• thickened agents. These agents will clog dust outlet passages and generally

coat internal surfaces. Decontamination would be extremely difficult due to

the small complex flow passages, and so replacement of the active filter

element seems the only solution. A new less expensive design would be required

if contaminated elements were to be thrown away.

A more detailed description of the present AAH Environmental Control

System is given in Section 6(a).

There is one potential CB defense characteristic of the AAH envirin-

mental control system which could conceivably prove to be important, and which

merits further investigation. This is the fact that all air supplied to the

"cabin is momentarily raised to 450*F (232 0 C) as it goes through the shaft-driven
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compressor to the cooling unit. Reference material available for this study

does not discuss a degradation in toxicity of chemical or biological agents

when exposed to this kind of sudden, short duration, high temerature con-

4-9dition. Nevertheless, further testing might revcal that some agents are

detoxified when subjected to the high temperature.

See reference 1, 9. 11.

•" 5
"See reference 2, p. 2 4 .

6 Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear Defense.

US Army Field Manual FM-40, May 1971.

"Chemical Reference Handbook.
U.S. Army Field Manual FM 3-8, Jan. 1967.

8 John D. Weisz, Director

U.S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory
Aberdeen, Maryland
Letter from G. Rannenberg, subj; Effect of CB garb on Helicopter Mission
Effectiveness, 12 March 1980.

G. Rannenberg, ltr from, U.S. Army Aviation Center, Ft. Rucker, AL.,
22 Jan. 1980 (Secret).
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(b) EFFECT OF CHEMICAL AGENT ON AAH EQUPMENT

"Chemical agents can adversely affect vehicle equipment, particularly

plastic surfaces, and therefore coatings to provide protection without altering

equipment function are under development.

"-" Adsorption of chemical agents into the surface of plastics and paints has

Sbeen well investigated, and new surface finishes are being developed to combat

S.it. The present AAH cabin interior, including consoles, floor, etc., is 4

"-. black acrylic lacquer. 10  This finish should be changed in the future to one

of the new Army polyurethane finishes being developed especially for their

"resistance to adsorption of chemical agents. For detailed information on

"these finishes one should contact CSL Aberdeen for a copy of a designer's

handbook now being prepared.

' Damage to transparent canopy surfaces by both agents and decontamination

- compounds is extremely likely unless steps are taken to pre~vent it. A surface

finish originally developed to improve scratch resistance of transparent plastics

, has proved to significantly reduce both adsorption of agents into the surface,

"- and preservation of visual properties. There is some reduction in light trans-

mission due to the coating but Its use appears necessary. Detailed information

on these coatings for transparent surfaces are also included in the above-

mentioncd handbook.

The effect of chemical agents on dielectric properties of electronic com-

ponents is a concern, but no information on this was made available for the

* study. In addition there is the possibility of agents specifically designed to

disrupt electronic equipment. This subject is beyond the scope of this study,

but should specific filters be required in the Outure to protect electrcnics

.. cooled by ambient air, such filter requirements could conceivably impact the

cabin environmental control system.

* 10
Military SpecificationMIL-L-46159, Lacquer Acrylic, Low Reflective,

* "2 Dec 1976.
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()DECONTAMINATION OF AAH CA-BII

(1) Decontamination of Chemical ýAents

Recommended chemical agent decontaminants, while not practical to use on

complex equipment, may be practical for the cockpit floor, foot pedals, etc.

But heat soak with clean hot air may ultimately prove to be the only practical

cabin decontamination technique, due to the sensitivity of complex instruments

and electrical gear to decontaminants.

One summary chart of recommended decontaminants for different chemical

agents is shown on Table 8.11 This reference is not specifically

devoted to aircraft aluminum structures but its content is summarized below.
The solution 052 referred to is a clear solution consisting of 70% diethyl-

enetriamine, 28% ethylene glycol monomethyl ether, and 2% sodium hydroxide.

The solution Is not highly corrosive to metals, but it will slowly corrode

aluminum, cadmium, tin,and zinc with prolonged contact. The solution softens

"and removes new paint, discolors old paint, softens leather, and will damage

rubber, woolens, and synthetics. 0S2 reacts rapidly with GO and HO with

sufficient contact time (30 minutes) in the temperature range of 10 to 50C.

"0S2 is inactivated by water. The usual technique in decontaminating surfaces

with OS2 Is to apply the liquid with a mop or broom, allow it to set for 30

minutes and then to flush with water.

The solution STS referred to in Table 8 stands for "Super Tropical

Bleach. It is a white powdery mixture of chlorinated lime and calcium

oxide. Freshly prepared STE contains 30% available chlorine, however it

unfortunately evolves chlorine during storage. ST8 is also corrosive to

"metals and fabrics. STE decontaminates mustard, lewisite and G-agents. It

is normally mixed to give a slurry containing 40 parts bleach and 60 parts

water by weight. Decontamination is effected by swabbing the slurry on a

So reierence 2, p. 2 4 .
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Ssurface. For decontamination of boots, it is mixed in the ratio of two parts

bleach and three parts soil for use in "shuffle boxes", in which the crew

"would presumably "shuffle" before entering the helicopter. The Earth STB

mixture is also useful for spreading under equipment that has been decon-

taminated to neutralize any agent flushed from the equipment during decontamina-

tion procedures.

"High test bleach" is similar to STB and coy.tains a minimum of 707.

calcium hypochlorite. HTB is reconended ior decontaminating individuals and

personal protective equipment. 1 2 Six ounces of HTB and six ounces of detergent

are dissolved in 12 gallons of water to make 12 gallons of decontaminating

solution. New solutions must be replaced daily during an alert because of

chlorine loss.

Another excellent source of procedures for decontaminating aircraft

13interiors is TM 3-220. Paragraph 35f of this TM calls for the use of hot,

"soapy water or self-emulsifying degreasing solvent to remove chemical contamina-

tion. To be more specific, a non-ionic detergent is best, considering the

problem of non-ferrous metals, electrical equipment, and electronics. A non-

ionic detergent has the advantages of being both non-conductive and a better

surface displacement agent, and does not leave a residue.

Also, whenever aqueous solutions are used on or near electrical circuitry,

it is advisable to treat these areas with a drying agent such as 1-butanol

(from a spray can) to displace the water.

The following detergents have been recommended:

a. NSN 7930-00-249-8036, Detergent, General Purpose

1 2 See reference 2, p. 2 4 .

1'TM 3-220; Chemical, Biological, and Radiological (CBR) Decontamination;

Department of the Army, Nov 1967.
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.•b. NSN 7930-00-634-1362, Detergent, General Purpose

c. NSN 7930-00-515-2477, Detergent, General Purpose

These are generally recommended for decon because of their high alkalinity,

which destroys G-agents. These detergents are suitable for aircraft interior

* decon, but may lead to unacceptable corrosion of bare metal areas and electrical

"short circuits because of their ion:ic nature.

To avoid these possible problems, and to take advantage of the superior

surface displacement properties of non-ionic detergents, the following is

'Ii recommended:

a. NSN 7930-00-282-9699, Detergent, General Purpose (Liquid, Non-

ionic) MIL-D-16791E, Type I (Water-soluable, Non-ionic) The

detergent is mixed with water at a concentration of 1 ounce per

gallon.

b. 1-Butanol in a spray can, standard lab item

Other methods of decontaminating equipment inc;ude the use of heat and

weathering. It is in this last area, heat and weathering, that the most

practical approach to decontaminating the AAH cabin probably lies.

Heat increases the rate of any chemical reaction. An old fashioned rule

of thumb is that the rate of a chemical reaction doubles for each 10C.

Weathering is the term used to describe the relatively slow chemical decomposition

process which takes place at room temperature. However, it takes too long to

be a practical decontamination technique at room. temperature. But the AAH

cabin already has the built-in capability to heat the cabin to 160OF with the

APU running, and with electric equipment shut off. Theoretically the cockpit

equipment can withstand 160*F without damage, providing it is not operating.

Only testing can determine how practical this decontamination technique can
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be for the AAM cabin, but it appears to have considerable promise. The technique

is ever more attractive with the collective filter system of Section 6.(d) added

to the AAH, because the cabin would be continually washed with a flow of hot

"filtered clean air.

All in all, the state of the art of decontamination appears quite primitive.

This is one reason that Hamilton Standard recommends a collective chemical

protection system for the AAH. The best decontamination technique is undoubtedly

to keep the agent out in the first place.
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(2) Decontamination of Biolo.ical Aents

Recommended biological agent decontaminants appear practical and easy to

apply because of their aerosol nature.

The AAH cockpit may be decontaminated by an ethylene oxide-fluorinated

", •hydrocarbon mixture. Four 12-once dispensers are used for the 100-cubic-

* feet of the WA cabin when it requires bacteriological decontamination. A

contact time of six hours is sufficient to decontaminate. Vapors of formaldehyde

may be substituted for the above mixture if necessary.

SThe fact that these approved techniques appear to work,14

without actually scrubbing cabin interior surfaces, makes decontamination of

biological agents appear a much simpler matter than decontamination of chemical

agents.

1-14

tSee reference 6, p. 52.
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4. THE THERMAL STRESS PROBLEM

(a) IMPROVED CHEMICAL RESISTANCE AND RESULTANT INCREASED THERMAL STRESS

Design features which have improved the chemical resistance of C3 clothing

over the last 25 years have inherently led to a reduced ability of the body to

reject heat to the environment, thereby resulting in increased thermal stress.

Man, as well as all other mammals, is basically cooled by evaporation

when in a hot day ambient environment. 'Conduction heat transfer

only aggravates the problem when the ambient temperature is greater than the

skin temperature, and left unchecked, can cause a fever. Thus evaporative

cooling must not only cool the metabolic heat generated inside the body, bct

must also cool any heat conducted into the body from its surroundings. This

is particularly critical where the outside surface of the clothing is heated

by direct sunshine, as is the case under the AAH cancpy. If there is not

enough evaporative cooling taking place to accomplish this cooling, the result

is an artificially induced fever, and eventually death.

A common misconception of the operation of the protective suit is that a

porous suit will vent evaporated sweat, while not allowing outside vapors to en-

ter.Actually the evaporated sweat directly vented from inside the suit to

outside is of minor cooling value, and occurs primarily by the slow process of

diffusion. The majority of the evaporative cooling is actually achieved by

pumping dry air from outside the suit into the wetted skin area where this air

increases in humidity to the saturation point at about 27%C (80*F) (which is

t! skin temperature necessary to remove body heat), and then continuously

replacing this saturated air with dry air. For example, the heat which must

be removed by sweat evaporation from AAH crew is typically 73 watts (250 Btu/hr).

This ideally requires that 67.3 liters per minute (135 cubic feet per hour)

of perfect dry outside air be drawn into the wetted area where
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it must be completely saturated at 270C (80*F) 'and then pumped out to the

ambient so it can be replaced by another charge of dry air. Since each cubic

foot of air iz not dry to start with in humid weather, and since only a

I portion of the air will be completely saturated before it is pumped out, and

"since some of the evaporated sweat goes to cool the outside of the suit instead

of the body, the volume of air which really needs to be pumped is many times

*i the ideal listed above.

This pumping of dry air in and saturated air out is accomplished by wind

across the suit, or by body motion changing the volume of air trapped inside

the suit. This pumping must cause a pressure differential across the material

of the suit, which in turn pumps the air through. All other leakage paths

around cuffs, zippers, and so on have been carefully sealed as a defense

against chemical agents. In practice, a sufficient flow of air is very often

not pumped through the suit, and the result is thermal stress.
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(b) THERMAL STRESS IN HELICOPTERS PREDATING CB WARFARE

For 15 years, helicopter design has been incorporating increased use of

refri~eration equipment to alleviate thermal stress. The addition of a

chemical warfare requirement just makes the problem worse.

Fifteen years ago studies were conducted describing the heat stress

problems encountered by Army air crewmen flying missions in hot climates.

Following reports of heat stress in the OV-l Mohawk reconnaissance aircraft

during flights over Vietnam in June 1966, an Army study concluded there

was a need for in-flight drinking water, increased cockpit ventilation, and

lighter clothing to reduce crew discomfort and restore homeostatic conditions.15

"Homeostatic Conditions" is a medical term used to describe normal body temp-

erature without an artificially induced fever.

Another study was conducted by the Army to determine heat stress levels

in the cockpit of the AH-lG Hueycobra helicopter. 1 6 This study concluded that an

air conditioner is required for effective pilot performance in hot sunny environ-

ments.

As a result of these heat stzess problems associated with previous aircraft,

the AAH design incorporates an environmental control system (ECS). However,

because of the high engine power and weight penalty associated with the addition

of this type of system, it is only marginally acceptable In providiug cooling

for the crew in norwal flight clothing, and is therefore inadequate for use with

CB clothing. Cabin air temperature can be as high as 29.4*C (85*F), with dew

point temperatures up to 15.6 0 C (60 0 F). These conditions coupled with a high

solar heat load through the large transparent canopy require that practically

all of the metabolic body heat of the flight crew be rejected by evaporation of

perspiration from the skin surface. In standard flight clothing, the crewman might

be expected to have the ability to open the clothing and enhance the evaporative

heat loss to help maintain his body temperature at an acceptable level.

1 5 R.J. Joy; Heat Stress in Army Pilots Flying Combat Missions in the Mohawk Aircraft
in Vietnam; Aerospace Medicineg Vol. 38, Nc. 9p September 1967. /

/
16J. Breckenridge and C. Levell; Heat Stress in the Cockpit of the Huey Cobra Heli.

copter; Aerospace Medicine, Vol. 41, No. 6, June 1970.
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In practice this is seldom done

by a helicopter crew because zipped up clothing is a major factor in survivability

in the event of fire. When clothed in C8 attire)the same situation exists, as

well as increased chemical risk if the C3 clothing is left unfastened.

The degree of body temperature rise which can be tolerated by the helicopter

crew is less than can be tolerated by many other Army occupations, because of

the high degree of visual acuity and quick reflexes required to fly an AAH

"mission. A helicopter crewman can suffer little degradation in performance

due to heat stress without seriously jeopardizing the mission, the helicopter,

and his life.

Another study conducted by the Army assessed heat stress

problems of Combat Vehicle Crewman (CVC) in CB protEctive clothing17 This

study concluded that without a means of active cooling, crewmen in combat

vehicles in a hot environment will suffer significant heat stress casualties.

" As a rtult of the above trend in increased awareness of potential

thermal stress problems for the AAH crew, a thermal stress study was performed

for the AAH crewmen as part of this study. The objectives were: To evaluate

the present CB protective clothing over the anticipated mission profile, to

compare the thermal stress of the crew in C8 attire against the standard

flight suit and other reference clothing ensembles, to identify thermal stress

problems and evaluate potential solutions, and to recommend selected approaches.

As a design goal, it was decided that the crew should be capable of performing

p the consecutive multiple combat flights of Section l.(d)(1) without having to
p

abort any part of the mission due to thermal stress.

/ 7 M. Herz, Ps Brandler, A. Freeman, R. Byrne; Assessment of Chemical Warlare
Protective Clothing; Natick/TR-80/002. Oct. 1979 AD..C022447L (Secret Report).
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(c) THERMAL PROBLEM FACED BY THE EXISTING CB PROTECTION SYSTEM

(1) Heat Transfer Characteristi.s of the CB Protective Ensemble

While there are some options available in design details of the suit

configuration expected to be available in the 1983-1985 time period, the heat

transfer characteristics of the CB clothing are firm enough to proceed with a

thermal analysis.

To evaluate the thermal stresa effects of CB attir3, it was necessary to

compare the results of analysis conducted, using the same mission profile and

environmental conditions, with various other clothing ensembles. Detailed

descriptions of the existing CB protective systems are presented in Section 2.(c).

Table 9 presents a description of the four clothing ensembles considered in the

thermal stress analysis along with the clo and i m/clo values for each. Also

included are approximate values of solar heat load. The data contained in

Table 9 were obtained from the U.S. Army Natick Research and Development Command

and are consistent with their recent study of CB protection for Combat Vehicle

Crewmen. 18

As previously mentioned, it is assumed for the thermal analysis that full

CB protective clothing including mask, hood, boots, and gloves are worn throughout

thn mission, since any mission phase may be subject to the CB threat.

18See reference 17, p, 6 3 .
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TABLE, CLOTHING CHARACTERISTICS

TROPICAL STANDARD
COMBAT FLIGHT Cm IMPER14EABLE

UNIFORM SUIT ATTIRE SUIT

I CLOTHING ENSEMBLE:

UNDERWEAR X x x X

(T-SHIRT, DRAWER, SOCKS)

LEATHER BOOTS X X x X

HELMET X X X X

TROPICAL FATIGUES x

ONEI-PIECEK FIRIC-RESISTANT x X X
COVERALLS

ARMORED VEST X X X

NOMEX FLIGHT GLOVES x X X

MASK AND HOOD0 x x X

TWO-PIECIC CHEMICAL
PROTECTIVE OVERGARMENT
(CHARCOAL IMPREGNATED)

NUTYL GLOVES WITH COTTON LINERS X X

BUTYL FOOTWEAR COVERS X X

IMPERMEABLE EUTYL SUIT X

CHARACTERISTICS:

INSULATION RESISTANCE -CLO I1A3 1.74 2.64 2.44

I CLO 0.18
KCAL/HRt

.06rT2 * -r

BTU/Hit

PERMEABILITY INDEX RATIO Im"/CLO 0.24 0.21 0.10 0.011
In 03.57CR CLOTHED MAN

I * 0 FOR NO EVAPORATION

SOLAR HEAT LOAD - WATTS lie 110 43 4s
(COMBAT MISSION PHASIC)
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. (2) Thermal Mission Adopted For Purpose of Thermal Analysis

-. The AJt mission, for purposes of thermal stress analysis, consists of

superimposing the helicopter environments of Section 6.(a) with the mission time

line of Section L.(d)(1).

The AAH "Standard Helicopter Combat Day" described in Section 1.(d) was

used as the basis for thermal stress calculations. Mission phases with similar

activity levels were grouped together to minimize the nmaber of work periods

that had to be considered. A summary of the mission phases is presented in

Table 10.

For purposes of the thermal stress analysis, the mission begins after the

preflight briefing, which is assumed to be conducted in a CB protected shelter

* location. The crew starts the mission fully dressed in CB protective clothing,

since it is assumed that the point of departure is subject to CB attack. After

. transport to the helicopterthe crew performs a preflight checkout. During this

checkout period the APU is operating and provides the cockpit with air conditioning.

- However, this period favors crewman cooling because pre-

flight activity should include a walk-aroundpref light inspection where APU

operation will not ass Ist in crewman cooling. Following checkout a combat flight

-' is made, terminating at the FARRP for refueling and rearming. Up to six additional

. combat flights may be flown before returning to the debriefing area and decontam-

* ination. But to simplify the computer program analysis, only two consecutive

- combat flights were considered because,by the end of two flights, either the

crewnen will reach an acceptable equilib%-iua condition that will be maintained

throughout additional flights, or an unacceptable percentage of heat casualties

will occur, making additional flights impossible.

Following the first combat flight, it was assumed that each crewman would

"-. remain in the air-conditioned helicopter cockpit while a ground crew performed
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the refueling and rearming. This favors crewman coolingas in actuality at

least one crewman will exit the aircraft to assess battle damage and to supervise

rearming and refueling. However, following the second combat flight, it was

"assumd that each crewman left the cockpit and participated in the refueling

and rearming task. This represents an estimated average thermal situation.

The performance of the .AAH environmental control system was

"obtained from Hughes Aircraft, and is fully defined in Section 6.(a). Temperature

* and humidity conditions for each mission phase are included in Table 10.

They are presented for the two ambient design cases, hot/dry, and warm/moist.

Both ambient environments were evaluated in order to understand the differences

between them.

For mission phases where the crew is outside the helicopter an air velocity

"of 0.1 m/sec (0.33 ft/sec) was assumed, which represents still air with natural

convection. In the cockpit, the environmental control system provides air at

..K a velocity of approximately 1.2 m/sec (4 ft/sec). However, the crewmen are

seated in chairs that surround them on three sides and they wear an armor

chest plate, both of which shield a considerable amount of body area from air

movement. For this reason, a reduced effective air velocity in the cockpit of

0.33 m/sec (1 ft/sec) was used. This is approximately equivalent from a heat

transfer point of view to an air velocity of 1.2 m/sec (4 ft/sec) over half of

the total body area. At any rate, air velocity does not have a large effect

on body heat loss as will be discussed in detail later. Air velocities for

each mission phase are shown in Table 10. It was assumed that all of the

solar flux is transmitted through the canopy and none is reflected. The

total solar heat load on the crewman is a function of the exposed projected

body area, which was assumed to be equivalent to the creman standing when
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"* outside the helicopter and seated when inside with a solar angle of 60 degrees.

In both cases, it was assumed the solar flux was on the profile rather than

full face. Resulting values of solar heat load on the crewna, are also a

function of the clothing absorbtivity and transmittance as calculated by the

computer program.

Metabolic heat rates for the activity levels associated with each mission

phase were estimated by personnel from the U.S. Army Research Institute of

Environmental Medicins-, Natick, Massachusetts specifically for this study.

, These values are shown in Table 10 for each mission phase. Values used are

19
consistent with those in the recent Army Combat Vehicle Crew CB Study.

}.52

.19

""9 See reference 17., p. 63.
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(d) THERAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE AAH FLIGHTCRczW

(1) Thermal Stress Analysis Method Used

The best analytical method currently available for evaluation of thermal

stress is thu2 "Natick Thermal Stress Model" cosqputer program. There is some

concern over details which could affect its accuracy, but not to a degree

S". which could affect the conclusions of the analysis.

An advanced version of the "Goldman Thermal Stress Model" developed at

the UT.S. Army Research Institute for Environmental Medicine at Natick was used to

S"" evaluate the
thermal stress on the AMI crewman. The analytical techniques used, with

the exception of solar radiation, are described in a paper by Berlin et al.

(1975).20 The effects cf solar radiation and the methods of calculating these

*'. loads on the crewmen were presented by BreckenridRe and Goldman at ASHRAE in 1972.21

The thermal stress model uses a Fortran computer program to determine body

heat storage over any defined work period. It calculates the effect of heat

"storage on deep body (rectal) temperature and resultant heart rate, and then

" determines the percentage of thermal stress casualties based on these values.

A "thermal cauualty" is defined as a crewman who is physically incapacitated by

- " body temperature to a degree that uukes him unable to complete the mission.

The percent thermal casualties is directly related to rectal temperature,

* with negligible mission abortions at rectal temperatures below 38.8C (101 F)

' -. and 100% mission abortions at a rectal temperature of 41.1C (106*F). It is

"assumed that the percent of mission abortions (thermal casualties) increases

linearly between these two values.
.% ,"

"-* Net bodY heat gain is calculated by the computer program based on the

• balance between metabolic heat generation and heat exchange with the environment.

".-. The metabolic heat generation is a program input and is a function of activity

20 H. Berlin, L. Stroschei /n and R. Goldman, A computer program to predict

. energy cost, rectal temperature, and heart rate response to work, clothint
and environment. ED-SP-7501 1, Edqewood Arsenal, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Maryland, November 1975. AD-A020 112.

21 J
J. Breckenridge and R. Goldman, Human solar heat load. Presented at ASHRAE
Semi-annual Meeting. Now Orleans. Louisiana. Paper No. 2218, January 1972.
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level. Heat exchange with the environment includes convection, rediationand

evaporative heat transfer. Convective heat transfer is the loss or gain in

heat from the body surface through the clothing (b) conduction) to the ambient

air flowing over the body at a given velocity. The rate at which heat is

. transferred is a •inction of the insulating properties of the clothing expressed

- in units called 'clo*, the ambient air temperature, and air velocity.

Radiation heat gain consists primarily of a solar heat load through the

"helicopter canopy. Direct, diffused, and terrain-reflected sunlight as well as

solar angle, crewman's position and orientation to the sun are considered.

"Evaporative heat loss considers the amount of heat transfer by evaporation

of perspiration from the body surface. The rate of evaporation is a function

"of the permeability (im) of the clothing.

A series of work and rest periods was constructed that represents as

nearly as possible the AAH mission. The calculated values of rectal temperature,

heart rate, and percent casualties are then plotted. One program limitation

that became evident during this study was the inability of the program to

connect work periods without introducing intermediate rest periods. This is

necessary to allow calculated body conditions to stabilize in the computer

"before the next transient condition is started.

.* In addition, some work periods were extended by the program in order to

stabilize conditions that resulted from previous work periods. This artificial

. .modification in the mission time line in order to use the analytical program

U available is discussed more thoroughly in Section 4.(e).

Another possible limitation of the program is the basis of the analysis

on rectal temperature only, without regard to how long this rectal temperature

has existed. It appears logical that there should be so(re effect of the
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duration of the fever included in the casualty analysis. That is to say, an

induced fever of 38.8°C (101F) should be considered much more damaging to the

pilot's capabilities if it lasted three hours than if it lasted one hour.

.° This is not the case in the present analysis, and so it is concluded that the

program results could be quite optimistic. Since the conclusion is reached

that supplementary cooling is required, the optimim of the calculation has no

* significance.

A list of computer program inputs is shown in Table 11.
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I

TABLE 11 COMPUTER PROGRAM INPUT DATA REQUIRED

INPVT PARAMITIIRS UNITS Of INPUT PARAMETERS

AMBIENT CONDITIONS:
DRY IUL/TEMP *c
RELATIVE 64UMIDITY

% SOLAR HEAT LOAD WATTS
AIlf VELOCITY M•[c
AIR VELOCITY MOOIFIER FOR BODY MOTION

HUMAN CHARACTERISTICS:

HEIGIOT CM
WEIGHT KG
BODY SUNIrACE AREA M2
POSTURE

MISSION CONDITIONS:
MELTADOLIC RATE WATTS
GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION
SOLAR ANGLE

ACCLIMATIZATION DAYS
DURATION OF WORK PERIOD MIN.

CLOTHING 9NS-M9LX:
INSULATION RESISTANCE CLO
PERMEABILITY RATIO (Im/CLOI I/CLO

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
RECTAL TEMP 1C
HEART RATE S1EATS/MIN.
SKIN TEMP *€
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"(2) Computer Results of Thermal Stress Analysis

"The use of existing individual CB protection systems were found by the

analysis to result in an unacceptable number of heat casualties, particularly

"for consecutive multiple flights.

Computer cases were run for both ambient environments of Table 10

II] (hot/ dry and warm/moist), and for all four clothing ensembles of Table 9.

Conditions within the cockpit are design point conditions for the environ-

mental control system and do not represent actual measured vaiues. If these

environmental control system design conditions are not met with actual hardware

under actual operation, the cockpit environment will be more severe and the

results of this study will be optimistic.

Summary curves of rectal temperature and casualty probability for all the

cases run are shown in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 presents

data on all four uniforms for the hot/dry environment, while Figure 6

presents the same data for the warm/moist environment. In either environment,

the casualty probability is unacceptably high before the end of the second

flight when the crew is in CS attire, indicating the need for supplemental

cooling. The actual initial rate of climb for the rectal temperature will

-. be higher than depicted here due to walkaround preflight inspection. The

thermal stress problem will also be ncre severe than depicted after the first

- combat flight when one crewmember leaves the aircraft to assess battle damage

and to supervise rearming and refueling.

rhe marginal design of the helicopter environmental control system is

evidenced by Figure 6 where a small (5%) mission casualty probability is

. shown for the standard flight uniform buttoned up for flame resistance in the

warm/moist envirunment. In this study, the standard flight uniform also

included a CB protective mask and hood. Without wearing these items, the

"thermal casualty probability would be reduced to zero.
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A hypothetical impermeable butyl suit *as considered to assess the effects

of reduced permeability on heat stress. The butyl suit would theoretically be

less expensive, give greater CB protection, and would be easier to decontaminate.

The results of this calculation are that the impermeable suit would have

slightly higher (19% vs 11%) thermal casualty probability du.-ing the second

consecutive flight due to zero evaporation of sweat.

The tropical combat uniform buttoned up for flame resistance was used for

comparison purposes. It represents the coolest uniform from a thermal stress

standpoint. No casualties are suffered in either environment through two con-

secutive flights with the crew in this uniform.

Figure 7 shows a compariswn of the required heat rejection versus

the heat loss capability of each clothing ensemble for the combat mission

phase in the warm/moist environment. Sirice the majority of heat locs is by

evaporation, the heat loss was plotted vs permeability ratio (im/clo). As can

be seen, both the impermeable suit and the CB attire fall far short of reject-

ing the required amount of heat. The difference between the required heat

rejection and the clothing heat rejection capability is the rate at which

heat is stored in the body. The curve also shows that the standard flight

suit falls somewhat short of providing the required heat rejection if the

crewman is masked. When the crew is unmasked, as would be the case in a non-

CB theater, the standard flight suit would just provide the required heat

rejection. The tropical combat uniform provides more than enough heat rejection.

The variation in required heat rejection values is due to the different amounts

of solar heat absorbed by each uniform. With the crew in CS attire, the r, ?

at which heat is stored in the body is 111 watts during a combat flight. Heat

will be stored at lesser rates during other mission phases. The-, heat
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6• storage value of 111 watts is used in Section 6.(a) to establish requirements

for supplemental heat rejection system designs.

"In an effort to determine dhich parameters have the most significant

(? effect on heat rejection, a sensitivity study was conducted with the crew in

CB attire during a combat flight. Large changes were assumed in clothing and

"environmental parameters, each considered individually, and the improvement in

heat rejection evaluated. Table 12 presents the results of this study. None

of the changes come close to providing enough additional heat rejection to

eliminate the body heat storage of 111 watts for this mission phase. In addition,

the changes that provide the greatest improvement are not practical solutions.

Therefore, it is concluded that the elimination of body heat storage can only

-vbe provided by the addition of a supplemental cooling means underneath the

clothing next to the crewman's body.

In running the thermal stress computer program, a slight modification to

the desired mission profile was necessary due to a peculiarity of the program

discussed previously. This added 15 minutes to the desired timeline as shown

"on the actual computer generated plots included in Appendix B. This tLme

difference is not significant from a thermal stress standpoint and will not

change any of the conclusions of the study. Therefore, it was removed from

all of the summery curves presented in this Section, and aopears only in

Appendix B.
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lABLE 12 EFFECTS 07 CLOTHING AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONOITIONSO0P
SQOY HEAT STORAGE

CH4ANGE IN PARMAMETR HEAT REJECTION RE[QUIREDO SAN DWARE CHANGE9

SOS nEDUCTiON in imoULATIOU - CLo of 6CmA#44= WITHOUT RtEDUCING CS
FROM 11.14 TO 1.31 CLO POTEC 1ION WOULD REQUIRE AN

I*@% INCREASE 31N PIRMECAMUTY - I.,,CL40 al ADVANCS IN4 THIK STATEK OV THE

PR .1 TOl o.23 1 jcL.o ART 09 CS PROTECTIVE

ENVIONMNT ~ARUMOIS) ICLOTHING DWGNs

ZVV REOUCTION IN1 AIN TEMPERATUREIK so MAY REQUIRE TWICEK THE9 COOLI"G
PRO" of To 11401) CAPACITY OfP ECU RE9SULTINGQ IN

LARGE WEI42HI AMC POWER PENALTY

k~orMCOUTIONIN Dw PONT10 MELICOPTER.

LOOS INCREKASE IN AIR VELOCITY 2 IMAPROVEMENT Io NEGLIGIULE
"PRO I TO 4 "/@cc

I"%S REDUCTION IN SOLAR HEAT LOAD 611 WOULD REcQUIRE REVrLzCTIV,%
PROM O0 WATTS TO ZERO COATING ON CANOPY. WOULD

=ULT IN REDUCED NIGHT

VnISION AND LOSS OPr CAMOUPFLAGE.-
COATING REMWOVED DURINGI.OECONTAPAINATION OR
RLPULECTIVE OUTER GARMENT.

SPOY HECAT ISTORAGE DURING COMUAT IS I II WATTS.
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(3) Thermal Strtss Increases with Crew Leavin Helicopter

"Heat casualties will result even sooner if the AAM crew leaves the

helicopter in CS attire for such activities as rearming and refueling between

flights.

Following the second combat flight cycle, the crew leaves the helicopter

to perform the rearming and refueling procedures themselves. As can be seen

from Figures 5 and 6, extrenely high casualty probabilities exist

for all uniforms and both environments. In CB attire, the rectal temperature

rises at a rate of O.105*C/min (O.189gF/min). Over the rearm/refuel period

of 20 minutes, this results in a total rectal temperature rise of 2.10C

(3.78°F). This is sufficient to cause significant thermal stress casualties

(2C%) even If the crew starts from a resting condition with a normal rectal

temperature of 37*C (98.6"F). It is therefore, concluded that the flight

.. crew is not capable of performing rearming and refueling tasks at the normal

work rate, without raising body temperature to a degree that the mission

vwill have to be aborted during the next flight. Likewise, ground crews face

a similar thermal stress condition, which although rot covered in this

study, will have to be resolved in order to mala.tain scheduled turnaround

time at the FARRP.

The flight crew is in much better condition to exit from the helicopter

and participate in the reaming and refueling if supplemental cooling is

provided in the helicopter. If the supplemental cooling means is sufficient

to maintain a normal crewman body temperature before exiting, at the FARRP,

and has the capacity to cool the body back down to normal following the

rearming and refueling procedure, the crewmen can participate in this operation

at metabolic rates up to 330 watts for the 20-minute period.
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"(4) ffect of Moisture in the Ambient on AAU Thermal Problem

There is not a significant difference to the flight crew between the two

*': .hot day critical environments, the hot/dry environment or the warm/moist en-

v irfMsnt.

Figure 8 shows a body temperature comparison between the two environments

with the crew in CB attire. The actual initial rate of climb for the rectal

temperature will be higher than depicted here due to walk-around preflight

inspection. The thermal stress problem will also be more severe than depicted

. after the first combat flight when one crewmember leaves the aircraft to

"- assess battle damage and to supervise rearming and refueling. The differences

between the two environments are small as evidenced ty Figure- 8  . This is

"because the crew spends most of its time in the cockpit, where the environment

is conditioned. In the warm/moist ambient environment the cockpit humidity is

- %slightly higher, resulting in slightly higher heat stress casualties due to

the lower (221) evaporative cooling potential. However, at the activity

levels considered, the difference is small. In Figure . 8, the rectal

teilperdture curves are quite similar and the casualty probability is only

slightly higher for the warm/moist environment (11% vs 8%).
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(5) Unzipped Protective Suit, or Now More Open Clothing For Reduced

Thermal Stress

Unfastening and leaving open portions of the protective suit was considered

- as a method of reducing thermal stress where a collective system is used.

"* This would require a collective CB protection systam that maintains a positive

pressure in the vehicle. Without positive pressure, the toxic vapor hazard in

the vehicle will become equal to the hazard outside the vehicle.

If a collective CB protection system is used and the cockpit Is free of

CB agents, then the mask, hood and butyl gloves might be removed and the CS

protective overgarment unzipped and loosened to improve evaporative heat

transfer. This would reduce the thermal casualty probability somewhat. However,

'9. since cooling is marginal with the standard flight suit, it Is apparent that

an unacceptably high number of thermal stress casualties would still exist,

and the resulting reduced individual chemical protection even inside a cockpit

0 with collective protection is assumed to be an unacceptable risk.

The present CB attire was designed for an infantryman operating outdoors.

- In the helicopter cockpit, the concentration of CB agents will be considerably

lower than outdoors. Therefore, it might be possible to design a new protective

-. clothing ensemble that provides a lower but adequate level of protection for

"" the crew in the cockpit, and that will also allow for improved cooling and

e eliminate the need for a liquid cooled vest. Additional chemical protection

would then have to be provided for operations outside the helicopter. One way

would be to use a lightweight, disposable, impermeable attirn thrown over

the pilot as he goes to and from the helicopter. The trouble with this

solution is that It compromises chemical safety, and furthermore causes psycho-

logical problems as well. It would appear that the very high risk to which

- helicopter pilots are already exposed makes such a solution inappropriate, but

this is a judgment and not amenable to analysis. The development of such disposable

attire for evaluat'on should certainly be considered.
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(e) EVALUATION OF ALTERNATE APPROACHES TO PROVIDING ADEQUATE FLIGHT

CREW 'XVLLM;

(1) Candidate Coolin& Options

Various approaches to flight crew cooling were considered such as lowering

the helicopter cabin temperature, cooling the hood vs. cooling the torso by a

vest, liquid coolant vs. air coolant, and so on.

The brute force approach of lowering cabin temperature to about 18PC (65 0 F)

was considered. Unfortunately the helicopter crew is in a plastic bubble

"greenhouse", with transparent surfaces almost down to waist level. Also,

armor plate sections which are positioned to provide as much protection as

possible from flying metal objects also prevent large portions of the body

"from receiving air motion created by the ECS. These dead-air spaces would be

still in direct sunlight, and clothing surface temperatures would be warm to

the touch. Also the armor plate would bake in a closed, parked helicopter

and would reach about 54eC (13LfF). The crew would then get into the cabin, sit

on, and be surrounded by this heavy weight of hot armor.

Analysis shows the cooled cabin approach to be already marginal at best.

In addition, commcnts of crewmen dressed in CB protective equipment indicate

j severe body temperature problems in transport aircraft, which do not have

"nearly as complete a greenhouse effect and no local hot armor. The brute

"N force approach of very low cabin temperatures is deemed unacceptable.

Cooling of the hood, that is to say portions of the head and neck, were

also considered. Obtaining steady contact between the skin and liquid-cooled

garment surface is next to impossible in this part of the body because of

flexibility and bending in the neck area. Also, calculation shows that there

would be insufficient contact area available to remove the desired amount of

localized heat without causing an extremely cold neck. Direct air cooling

with dry clean air is a more practical approach for the neck area. This is

because direct contact of air with the body will cool by evaporation
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of perspiration, which of course would not take place using a member between

'* the skin and a cooled garment surface. Unfortunately a supply of cool dry

* air, completely clean of chemical agents is not available. A new and separate

CB filter system just for a cooled hood would be large, bulky, wasteful of

fan pumping power and would involve chemical risk. Also, it could provide

- chemically dangerous openings for agents to enter when the crew is disconnected

i from the system.

By cooling only the torso, or chest, there would be sufficient area to

cool the body without excessively low skin temperature. The chest has no joints,

! so that the only flexibility required in the vest would be in the direction of

increasing and decreasing diameter of the chest caused by breathing. This may be

easily accomplished by an elastic section, thus allowing the heat transfer portion

to be non-stretch plastic with liquid-cooled panels.

Air cooling rather than liquid cooling is a possibility for the vest, but

* again would have to be open loop, and thus would require a -new and separate CB

I filter system. A closed-loop. air system is prohibitively large, since a pound

*: of air has about 100 times the volume of a pound of water. An air-cooled vest

* also has a problem when the coolant flow is inoperative or not connected,

because the man wearing the vest would then have another excellent insulation

*, gap around his chest, further reducing his ability to reject h3at. The liquid-

cooled vest has 23 times the conductivity of the air-cooled vest, when there is

i no coolant flow. Furthermore, although it is not needed for the AAH, the

liquid concept lends itself quite well to future development such as using a

self-contained icepack outside the helicopter.

I The air-cooled suit using direct contact with the body and evaporative cooling

does have the disadvantage of a fan and filter, but on the other hand it has a

potential advantage for the wearer to enjoy prolonged periods outside the AAH. This
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potential advantage is that the evaporative cooling feature makes it possible

to cool with ambient air directlyt with no refrigeration required. Since

operation outside the AAH would be of relatively short duration for the AAH crew,

and since refrigeration is already available inside the AAH, this potential

advantage would be of little value -e. However, the air-cooled suit might

be advantageoui with infantry or other vehicles, and may have other potential

applications where refrigeration is not available.

A summary of the above discussion and rationale for selection of the

liquid cooled vest for AAH is presented in tabular form on Table 13.
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(2) Selection of Liquid-Cooled Vest Design Parameters

The liquid-cooled vest approach would provide each crewman with a simple

liquid transport garment worn under the uniform which conductively cools the

torso. Liquid would circulate through flexible umbilicals from the vest to

a heat exchanger in the helicopter environmental control system where heat is

rejected to the cockpit cold air supply. Temperature control would be provided

by a normal diverter valve located in the umbilical near each vest. The valve

would allow liquid to flow through or bypass around the vest. This method of

temperature control is simple and reliable. A quick disconnect would provide

the interface between the umbilical and the vest. Liquid cooling would provide

full protection against CB agents, since there is no coznnunication with the

environment. Water, with perhaps some propylene glycol for protection against

freezing, would be the best choice for a cooling fluid from a heat transport

standpoint. It would provide the most cooling with the least flow requirement

and is readily available.

A liquid-cooled vest suitable ior this application is currently under

development at the U.S. Army Natick Research and Development Command. (See

Appendix A.) It is constructed of six-mil-thick polyurethane coated-nylon,

with heat-sealed flow paths. The material is not bulky and is highly flexible

allowing it to conform easily to the body for comfortable wear and effective

heat transfer. A description of the equipment that must be added to the

helicopter to support tha liquid cooled vest is provided in Section 6.(b).

Figure 9 shows curves of heat rejection for the vest and also for

a cooled vest plus cooled hood vs water inlet temperature with a water flow

rate of 24 kg/hr (53 lb/hr). This testing was conducted by the U.S. Army

Research Institute of Environmental Medicine, Natick, Massachusetts using a

copper mannequin to simulate the crewman clothed in full CB protective

attire.
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Also included in Figure 9 is an estimated heat rejection curve for

the vest alone, and a curve showing the expected cooling provided by the

ventilated face mask. The cooled vest plus ventilated face mask has almost

as much heat removal as the cooled vest plus cooled hood and is much easier

to implement on the AAH.

The baseline cooling design point for the liquid cooling loop in the

helicopter was taken from Figure 9 for the vest plhs ventilated mask.

This design point heat load for the AAH crewman is 111 watts (see Section

4.(c)(2). This requires a water inlet temperature into the vest of 15.6 0 C

(60*F).
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(3) Liquid-Cooled Vest Development Growth Potential for Use Outside AAH

The liquid.cooled vest concept enables developmont of.a self-contained unit,

ising an ice pack or other compatible heat sink for extended periods outside the heli-

copter. The same liquid-cooled vest recommended here for use in the AAH

helicopter can also be used when crewmen are outside the helicopter performing

rearming and refueling tasks, when in transit to or from the helicopter, and

during briefing and decontamination operations.

There are a number of heat sinks, compatible with the liquid-cooled vest,

presently under investigation by the U.S. Army Natick Research and Development

Command for combat vehicle crewmen. These include small Freon refrigeration

systems that can be used within a vehicle, while operating from vehicle power.

These units can service up to four crewmen. Also under investigation is an

individual ice pack that can provide up to two hours of cooling outside the

vehicle.

Another possibility to extend the crew's usefulness outside the helicopter

would be to provide long umbilicals connected to liquid coolant ports on the

external surface of the helicopter. This would allow the crewmen to leave the

cockpit, close the door to prevent CB agents from entering the cockpit and

perform tasks at reasonably high activity levels in the immediate vicinity of

the helicopter.

This subject of cooled vest development potential deservzes future attention,

but is not within the scope of this present study of AAH CB protective systems.
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5. CREW SAFETY VERSUS CB PROTECTION LEVEL

There are two threats to helicopter crew safety in a CB environment; one

is the direct poisoning action of the*CB agent, the other is degeneration of

"functional capability caused by inability to reject body heat.

The direct poisoning action of CB agents is discussed in Sections- 1. to

3. The net result is that the crew must have both the mask and suit on for

"safety outside the helicopter. Inside a clean helicopter, the use of mask

alone has risk but is probably acceptable. However, since there is no practical

way to get the suit on and off inside the helicopter, the crew is forced to

hAve the suit on inside the helicopter as well. The safety of mask alone in

the helicopter becomes a moot point once it is concluded that the suit is

. needed anyway for operation outside the helicopter.

The inability of the crew to adequately reject body heat in CB clothing

has been well known for years, but an exact evaluation is made difficult by

the following variables:

"1. There is a considerable range of thermal tolerances between individuals.

2. There is a considerable thermal tolerance range for the same individual,

due to health, diet, and fatigue factors.

3. Cooling capacity of the porous suit is very much a function of

"V pumping" dry air in and satuirated air out of the suit, by body

"motion and local wind level.

.4. There are undoubtedly individual differences in characteristics of

suit material such as pressure drop, wettability, surface tension of

the fibers, previous cleaning practices, previous exposure to sweat,

and so on,

W:'.4%.
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In spite of the above variables, the analysis of the crew body heat

rejection problem described in Section 4. of this report is adequate to make

a crw~ safety evaluation, and the net result is that supplemental cooling for

the crew is essential.* There is considerable inaccuracy in predicting exactly

* how long the average pilot can withstand an artificially generated fever

- before his reduced physical responses represent an unacceptable risk, but this

study concludes that this is a moot point. Since cooling is necessary it

would be foolish not to provide enough. The cooled vest provision resolves

the problem regardless of the uncertainty regarding the severity of the problem.

"A s"ry chart of crew safety versus the various potential change level

*, options to the helicopter is shown in Table44.. Note that the shaded

entries on the table are unacceptable from a safety standpoint. If a particular

defense category is unacceptable from the chemical safety standpoint, it is of

S sno consequence if It is acceptable in thermal safety. Likewisn, if a particular

category is unacceptable from a thermal safety standpoint, it is of no consequence

if it is acceptable in chemical safety. There are shaded entries in

the •Ask onlys column of Table 14 ,e and also shaded entries in the

m-sk plus suit" coluw. Only the column labeled 'tsk plus suit plus cooled

vest* is acceptable from a safety point of view, and each change step to the

helicopter improves safety so that the lower right hand corner of Table 14, is

preferred for safety.

i
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' 6. EFFECT OF IMPC -C AUH ri •FENSE ON AIRLUE AND SYSTEM•

(a) C .. OF CJI @ ... - ... ....... SYSTM

Environmental control for the AM cabin and electrcnics cOMpartments Is

"provided by an open air cycle refrigeration unit power*d by the accessory

drive gear box. It is adequate for its original purpose of simultaneously

. providing crew cooling and adequate cooling for long avionics life, but adaptability

to chemical warfare was not an original design consideration.

Major elements of the AAH Envirorwental Control System (ECS) are shown in

the general view of Figure -10. Ambient air is drawn into the system inlet

through a fuselage inlet and then into the air particle separator (APS) which

is a multiple element type centrifugal dust separator. The air then enters

' the shaft driven compressor (SDC), which is a gear-box-aounted)single-stage

• centrIfugal compressor, where it is raised to about 365 kPa (53 psia) and

"232*C (450*F). The SOC does double duty, since it also serves as the compressed

*• air source for the pneunottc turbine starter used to start the main helicopter

engines. When the engines are not running, the gear box and SPC are driven by

,an on-board small gas turbine auxiliary power unit (APU). Thus the environmental

control system is powered by the APU until the engines start, after which it

is powered by the min engines.

The air, having been compressed by the SOC, then enters the Environ-

mental Cooling Unit (ECU), which is a simple cycle turbomachine with a fully

regenerative condenser for water separation. The turbomachine utilizes its

cooling turbine power to drive a fin to pull ambient air through the ECU

primary heat exchanger, and thus rejact the compressor heat to the ambient

air.
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The cooling turbine discharge air is then mixed by the cabin supply

air temperature control with hot compressor discharge air in whatever

proportion is necessary to provide the cabin with the cabin supply air

temperature selected by the crew.

"The cooling system not only cool: the cabin, but the forward avionics

and turret compartment as well. The system is designed to obtain maximum

utilization of available cooling capacity by utilizing cabin discharge

.- air as the air inlet source for the equipment cooling fans. A schematic

""* of the airflow paths of the current' AAH is shown on Figure 11. In

addition to being at a low temperature, the use of cabin discharge air

also provides a dust and grit-free source of air for equipment cooling.

-J A view of the AAH helicopter showing the location of major elements

% of the existing ECS is shown on Figure 12.

tPel/tint performance data on the system at its Opull down" design

N" point, is es follows:

Ambient Inlet Conditions:

Ambient Absolute Humiidity 0.026 kg/kg

Air Flow Rate - 10.4 kg/win (23 lb/min)

Aebient Air Temperature a 37.7C (100*F)

*. Cooling Unit Outlet Conditions:

* Cabin Supply Absolute Humidity a 0.000857 kg/kg

* Cabin Supply Air Dry Bulb Temperature - 9.2*C (48.5"F)

"Pull DownO Cooling Capacilt (mibient Minus Cooling Unit Outlet):

Q sensible - 4.98 kW (17,000 Btu/bh)

Q latent = 6.65 kv (22,700 Btu/br)

Q total - 11.6 kV (39,700 Btu/•h)
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Input Shaft Power:

SOC power used by ECU u 37.3 kW (50 shp)

SLC input shaft speed (uses Integral single stage gear) - 12,250 RPM

The shaft driven compressor (SOC) weighs about 13.6 kg (30 lb), part of

whid, is chargeable to the engine start system because of Its dual role as a

necessary part of the main engine starter.

The environmental control unit (ECU) weighs approximately 9 kg (20 lb)t

and has a total "pull dow" cooling capacity of 11.6 ka (3.3 tons cooling).

* The resulting specific weight of tho cooling unit of 0.77 kg/kW (6.1 lb/ton

cooling) is extremiely light, but as a result the power required to drive it is

quite high, 37.3 kW (50 shp). The resulting coefficient of performance (COP)

of the cooling system 1s about 0.31. Additional fuel flew consumed by the

main engine to overcome the shaft power drain of the ECS is approximately 10

kg fuel'per hr (22 lb fuel per hr).
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(b) ADDITION OF CB SUIT COOLING FUNCTION TO THE ECS

Only a minor change to the current AAH envfronmental control system is

necessary to use the existing cabin air supply duct as the cooling source for

liquid cooled vests needed by the crev under their CB clothing.

The fact that the AMH already has a cabin cooling system makes the task

of providing for the liquid coo?ed vests a relatively simple matter. Liquid

returning frcm tie suits is cooled by passing through a small liquid-to-air

heat exchanger, mounted on a section of the cabin air supply duct, and then

the cooled liquid is pumped back again through the vests. h,e AHM airflow

paths with the suit cooling provision added are shown in Figure 13. For

purposes of evaluatingthe feasibility and desirability of the concept, a

preliminary design of such a liquid cooling system has been made. The purpose

of this preliminary dusign was to obtain trade-off weights and costs, without

optimizing design details. A cross section of this liquid cooling unit is

shown in Figure 14.

Roferring to Figure 14, . one notes that the system contains an independent

liquid loop for each crewnan. Each loop consists of a liquid-to-air heat

exchanger, a coolant storage tank and fill cap, a recirculation pump, and the

necessary fluid lines and fittings to interface with the cooling vest of the

C8 ensemble suited crewman. Coolant from the crewman enters the liquid cooling

unit package at the coolant Wn!et header. As the coolant passes through the

heat exchanger, it dissipates the crewmn-4nduced heat load to the air circuit

conductivilty through radial fins to the cabin supply air. The coolant then

enters the coolant storage tank in which entrained gas bubbles are removed by

gravity separation. After the coolant leaves the coolant storage tank, it

passes through the centrifugal pump, which provides the motive force for

coolant recirculation, and then returns to the crewman to complete the cycle.
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Crewman thermal comfort is maintained by a manually operated liquid bypass

control valve located at the cooling vest quick disconnect. The valve allows

the crewman to bypass any desired portion of the coolant flow around the

cooling vest as a function of heat load. In addition, the crew can select any

J desired cabin air supply temperature, as described in Section 6.(a).

"The liquid cooling unit is conceived as an integrated package assembly.

The package structure is formed from the combination of the two liquid-to-air

heat exchangers and the tqvo coolant storage tank assemblies into a composite

brazed and welded alui',num unit. The package located in the cooled air makeup

line to the cockpit downstream of the Environmental Control Unit (ECU), is

line-mounted via Marman flanges at each end of the air side portion of the

heat exchanger. The cooling unit package location in the helicopter is shown

in Figure 15.

The unit is sized to dissipate a maximum heat load of 110 watts (378

Btu/hr) per crewman. For this condition, the cabin supply air side temperature

rise is 1.6°C (3*F) total for both heat exchangers at sea level hot day.

Cabin supply air flow is 23 PPM with a heat exchanger inlet air temperature of

1.7%C (35-F). A cooling turbine discharge air

temperature of 1.7C (35*F) is used, rather than the 9.2C (48.5*F) value of

Section 6 .(a)because the fresh air latent load is reduced to 25% of the present

latent load by use of cabin air recirculation, as described in Section 6.(d)(3).

Even considering the pressure drop of a collective filter at the SDC inlet and

a liquid heat exchanger at the ECU discharge,.the ECU discharge temperature is

capable of being as low as the automitically controlled lower temperature

limit of 1.7.C (35*F) to prevent ice.10
105
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The unit is sized to provide a liquid coolant temperature leaving the

h•et exchanger of 15.5'C (60'F) for a coolant flow per vest of 24 kg/hr (53

lb/hr). The crew body temperature which results from supplying the crew

liquid cooled vests with this 60 F fluid is described in Section 4.(e)(2).

The air side of the heat exchanger is conceived as having a single air

f low pass with 18 radially oriented 1.0-inch (2.5-cm) high fins nestled between

the f'.ow blocker and the inside of the duct wall. The duct diameter in the area

of the heat exchanger is increased to 6-ince (15.2-cm) diameter to provide room

for the required area of finning and to minimize air side pressure drop. The

water aide heat exchanger has 13 fins per inch (.5 fins per cm) of circumference,

*•c.h are longitudinally oriented.

The coolant tank allows for thermal expansion and contraction, a convenient

m-ans of line deaeration, and provides sufficient additional coolant for

"makeup due to leakage and charging of the crewman's coolirg vest in case it

- should initially oe dry. The pumps are self-priming by virtie of their being

located at the bottom of the coolant storage tanks. It is recLVended that a

nontoxic coolant additive such as propylene glycol be used to prevent coolant

system freeze-up at low temperature conditions.

"Two separate liquid loops, and two liquid pumps were considered in this _

preliminary design because it was possible to obtain data on a prototype pump

assembly being used -t Natick in feasibility testing of a single vest system.

by using one of these pumps for each creman, the MH system would have common-

ality with other single vest applications. Alsojcontrol and other interaction

between the two fluid loops is avoided, which is sensible for a prototype or

Initial system design.
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•ii It is recmmended that an actual design of this liquid cooling unit be

performed in a follow-on design phase of this program. At that time, component

level trade-offs will involve the selection of a production pump co.)figuration

and heat exchanger type. The pump configuratio. trade-off includes the conslderatt•

of pump types ranging frm centrifugal to positive displacement and the method

of how it is driven. The final pump will likely be electrically driven, although

mechanical or air-driven designs should be considered. Various heat exchanger

types such as tube-in-tube, tLbe of shell, tube-in-fin, and plate-fin shouli,

also be considered, along with various methods of providing an extended heat

transfer 3ur'ace.

-, Various system level trade-offs should be considered, such as whether the

"cooling loop for each crewman should be independent or dependent, and if

dependent whether they should be in parallel or in series. Consideration

should also be given to the question of need for a backup pump or pumps for

"system reliability.0*.'

"The final system packaging approach to be determined in a follow-up

design phase 94y incorporate an integrated structural design similar to the

preliminary design shown here, or it may utilize a separate frame on which the
.% .-%

individual system coponents are mounted. Also, the overall package may be

line-4ounted utilizing Manuan flanges3 as shown, or bulkhead-mounted with

"flexible connections for the ducting.

".'. °
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(c) ADDITTON OF CAPABILITY! FOR VENTZILATED ACEPIEC9 MASK

"Only a minor change to the AAR ECS cabin air supply ducting is necessary

IJto provide an individual hose and damper for each crewmember to select cool.

"dry air for forced vntitilacion of the mask.

Even thcugh the XM-30 type mask has a low pressure drop to be overcome

"by breathing muscles, there is still a degrem ,vo.- isance associated with any

breath powered device. This nuisance is significantly reduced by forced

* .ventilation of the mask, since no negative pressure need be created to breathe

in, only the positive pressure to breath out remains. Also there is a definite

"improvement in prtble•s related to sweat getting in the eyes because of the

extra flow of cool dry air which passes through the mask. These advantages of

a forced ventilated mask are discussed in Section 8.

An additional safety feature of the ventilated mask is that the lack of a

negative pressure under the mask makes it- impossible to draw C8 agents around

"an improperly fitted mask, such as could occur if hair, or a bit of wire or

"clothing should protrude into the seal area. This forgiveness of error in

improperly donning the mask could be important during battle conditions.

"The present AAM cabin air distribution system has exhibited a considerable

non-uniformity of cabin temperature between the head and feet of the crew.

The preliminary design of this study adds a new cabin air supply duct down the

"left side canopy frame to provide a more uniform cabin temperature, by delivering

cooling air up in the "greenhouse* region at the top of the cabin. This new

duct is also used as the source of air for the flexible tubes providing air

for the ventilated facepiece masks. This is shown in the helicopter view of •

Figure 15.

,'.
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This suggested arrangement will have to be reevaluatad for an actuAl

S". '- design, but does appear advantageous. Th's recoa.ondation also solves the

prublem of what to do with the flexible hoses when they are not in use;

Sthey merely hang down from the duct runnnL13 along the canopy frame. If the

canisters are waist-mounted, rather than cheek-mounted as sAown, a supply air

source along t•e console may be preferred. (See also photographs on pages

/ 159 and 161 of Appendix A for comparison. ) In any case, an easy-break con-

nection is required at the canister, since sudden egress must not be impeded

V- by a solid connection requiring attention to disconnect.
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(d) AIDDITION OF AN OVERPRESSURE COLLECTIVE FILTER SYSTEM TO THE ECS

(1) Closing Off Cabin Ar-ea

To provide an overpressure cabin it will be required that substantially

* all leakage areas be sealed, particularly those in the cockpit floor.

A schematic representation of those cabin leakage areas that exist in the

* AA cockpit floor are shown in Figure 16. An estimate of the total exposed

-"leakage area in the present AAH design totals about 12 in 2 (77.4cm2 ). In order to

insure a cabin pressure above ambientj all unnecessary leakage areas must be

minimized. The electrical wiring openings may be closed either by the addition

of bulkhead type electrical connectors, or by rubber molded gronmets having

premolded holes for the wire passages. Grommets may alsc be used to seal off

the hydraulic line openings. The rudder pedal slots, pedal adjustment slots,

collective control, cyclic control, and the throttle control openings will all

have to be covered with molded rubber boots. These boots must be protected

against inadvertent damage so that leakage control is maintained during service

and maintenance procedures for the life of the helicopter. Although the AAH

was not designed with pressurization in mind, it is likely that most areas can

be controlled with techniques commonly used in pressurized aircraft, and that

special rubber boots will suffice where problems unique to the AAM occur. A

sumary of current openings, and their leakage areas, is as follows:

APPROXIMATE

LEAKAGE SOURCE LEAKAGE AREA

Rudder Pedal Slots 1 in 2  (6.5 =2

Rudder Pedal Adj. Slots 3 in 2  (19.4 c=2)

Collective Control 0 in 2  (0 cm2)

Cyclic Control 0.25 in! (1.6 2)

Throttle Control 3.00 in 2 (19.4 cm2 )

Wiring Openings (C.P.G. Floor) 1 in2  (6.5 =2
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i2

SWiring Openings (Pilots Floor) 3 2n2 (19.4 cm
%2

Hydraulic Line Openings 1 in2  (6.5 2)

Since it is ýosiible to seal a cabin too well, it follows that it must

"be possible to dangerously overpressurize it, sir.ce the pressurization source

"is not a fan but rather is a high-pressure compressor. For this reason, it is

assumed in this study that a simple p-essure relief control will be necessary.

This control should hold the cabin at a few inches of water, which should be

high enough to prevent infiltration and low enough not to damage the canopy or

structure. Actual flight tests in simulated agent will be necessary to confirm

the cabin pressure levels required to prevent infiltration. Also, actual

"pressurization ground tests may be necessary to determine if structural stiffening

is required to prevent unacceptable deflection of flat surfaces or structure,

once the necessary pressure level has been determined. Furthermore, leakage

reduction may cause decontamination problems and this should also be tested

with simulants.
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"(2) CHANGE OF FORWARD ELEC7RONIC COOLING MO AN AMBIENT AIR SOURCE

To provide ove-pressure of the AAM cabin dictates that a large portion of

the forward avionics be changed to ambient air cooling, as is current practice
.J.

in the AAH aft avionics compartment.

Actually in the present AAH, the forward avionics fans suck much more

flow out of the cabin than leaks out through hoLes. Sealing the cabin by

itself therefore, cannot provide a dependable overpressure. The present cabin

flow balance is approximately as follows for tle normal cabin inflow of 23

.. lbWain: (10.44 kg/min)

F Wlow out through right hand evionics fan - 8 lb/min (3.63 kg/min)

Flow out through left hand avionics fan 8 lb/min (3163 kg/mmn)

"Flow out through forward avionics and turret fan = 5 lb/min (2.27 kg/min)

Flow out through leakage holes 2 lb/mmn (0.91 kg/mmn)

TOTAL 23 lb/min (10.44 kg/min)

Since the fan flows listed above are all nominal calculAted values, it
°.

would not be surprising if flight tests of the present AM prototypes showed a

p scattering of negative as well as positive cabin pressures.

Since the largest "leaks" to ambient of cabin air inflow are the electronic

cooling fans, these fans must be changed to take their ai.r supply from the

ambient, so that cabin inflow air may be used to provide overpressure. AAH

electronic cooling requirements are basically per MIL-E-5400 (slightly revised

for AAH).22 This specification being applicable, the electronics being purchased

for AAH are already capable of beinp adequately cooled using 120 0 'F (49°C) outside

air, rather than the cooler cabin discharge air now being supplied. Fortunately

the avionics fans have already been purchased with this possibility in mind,

and have two sets of field windings. One set of windings results in the higher

fan RPM necessary to properly cool the avionics with 120°F (49*C) supply air,

so that no change to the fans is necessary , only a wiring change is needed.

22Mtlitary SoefAf ica&Lon, MIIL.-5400, Electronic Equipment, Airborne. General

Specification for 31 Oct 1975. Definition of the C3 Threat to the AAH.
MJR. F. Williams.
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Incidentally, ;he peak temperatures

experienced inside the el- :tronic boxes are probably higher using cabin

* ~discharge O~r for coolinS thtan they will be using ambient air for cooling.

The expected advantage of using cool cabin air for electronic cooling is

realized only for a steady state cabin temperature situation. In practice,

the cooling system is designed for temperature 'pull down' that occurs when

a helicopter that has been parked in the summner sun is put into service.

Cabin temperatures can be up to S0F (280C) higher than ambient temperature's

* In this situation, and it takes a long time to cool the cabin down to even

ambient temperatures, because of heat stored in the cabin armor and struicture.

Therefore the ambient cooling source recommiendation of this study shotwld not

noticeably affect equipment reliability insofar as maximum electronic compoment

temperatures are concerned. Stability and accuracy of electronic circuitry

should iiot be noticeably affected either, since the actual component temperature

range experienced should be about the same, or even reduced.

A major problem with using ambient air for electronic cooling is the

large amount of dust and grit which can completely envelop a helicopter operiting

* ~from a dry dirt road. The aft electronics compartment was originally designied

for ambient air cooling, and of course other helicopters also use ambient air.

But clean dir is a definite advantage for electronic life and maintenance, and

* the AAH will unfortunately be forced to give up this advantage. Probably the

worst problem incurred in going to ambient air for cooling is the turret, with

its numerous close tolerance mechanical fits, such as slides, gears, and

bearings, which can be highlY sensitive to grit. The turret fan pressure rise

is already 20" (50 cm) of H820, and adding a filter could cause development difficulty

and delay. It might therefore be best to continue to keep the turret mechanical

area cooled by cabin discharge air to avoid the development problems of dust

shields, at least fbr the first production models.
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All the electronic boxes now cooled by cabin discharge air are installed

just outside the cabin shell. Some are installed on shelf-like racks along

the lower sides of the cabin. Some are mounted to the outside of the cabin

wall. In all cases it would be a simple matter to feed dust-free cooling air

via a local flex tube to any local hot-spot In the electronics requiring

special cooling or very clean air. Such tubes would pick up cabin discharge

air from the cabin wall adjacent to the affected electronic box. The tubes

would be short and light, and need not be removed with the equipment. Any

flow taken from the cabin for electronic cooling would, of course, have to be

raplaced by taking into the system a like amount of ambient air through the

collective filter, as discussed in Section 6.(d)(3).

Further study should be undertaken to confirm the suitability of ambient

air for electrc~nc cooling with respect to agents specifically designed to

disrupt avionics. The public press, such as Aviation Week, has referred to an

airborne dispersal of very small conductive filaments as posing a potential

threat to unencapsulated close tolerance electronic components, such as micro-'

processors. The data provided for this study made no mention of these agents,

yet their use could still be a possibility. The defense against such agents

can be accomplished by local particulate filtration at the *black box", or by

collective filtration. Such an electronics filtration requirement 'ould have

a lirge effect on the design of the CB defense system.

In Sections 3.(b) and 3.(c)(1) the subject of chemical decontamination of

electronics is discussed. Due to the primitive state of such decon techniques,

the best decon method for electronics appears to be heat soak simultaneously

with clean air being pumped through. Certainly the less 6gent that is allowed

into the equipment In the first place, the easier decon will be. Conversely,

shifting electronics from cabin discharge air to a4bient air for cooling
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will result in a major increase in electronics contamination with chemical

agents. The effect of this on decon time is not known, and so no decision can

be made at this point that CS filters need to be installed for electronic

equipment. If CB filtration for avionics is absolutely necessary, then the

present AAH system of using cabin discharge air for electronic cooling may

be correct, and the collective filter system could be made large enough to

handle cabin overpressure and electronic airflow requirements simultaneously.

This study, however, proceeds under the assumption that helicopters are so

weight sensitive that the crew and cabin must be protected from agents, but

that equipment outside the cabin shell must live with the chemical environment.

Except for local electronic equipment hot spots, as mentioned above, the

collective system of this study will protect only the crew in the cabin from

agents, on the basis that this is the _lightest, least expensive, and minimum

logistical aproach. The trade-off between reduced payload of ordnance which

can be carried versus weight of equipment added to protect equipment installed

outside the cabin from agents is beyond the scope of this study.
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(3) Change to Rec¢%rculat%, EC: and Its Advantages

Conversion of the forward avionics equipment to ambient air cooling

makes possible a recirculation type ECS system, with the CB filter sized to

remove agents from only the 'make-up" air.

The amount of fresh make-up air which must be brought In through the

collective filter is exactly equal to the sum of that which leaks out through

holes and seals in the cabin wall, plus the amount purposely taken from the

cabin to locally provide cool clean air for equipment mounted outside the

cabin.

Even if the cabin were sealed perfectly1 the system could still not

utilize 100% recircultion, because some fw-e.h airflow through the cabin is

necessary to prevent buildup of carbon monoxide and possitle smoke or odor.

This minimum flow requirement will not be a problem)however, because the

fresh airflow of any practical design will be more than enough for carbon

monoxide removal.

For purposes of proceeding with the preliminary design of a collective

filter system)It has been assumed that the ambient make-up flow required for

both over-pressure and local cool clean air supply to equipment outside the

zabin will total 2.7 kg/min (6 lb/min). In other words, of the 10.5 kg/min

(23 lb/min) total cabLn rlowithe amount fresh is 2.7 kg/min (6 lb/min) and

the amount recirculated is 7.8 kg/min (17 lb/min),or about 25% fresh and 75%

recirculated. This is a somewhat arbitrary judgment bast;J on reducing

cabin leakage to a low value, and cooling a large portion of the avionics

with ambient air. The filter size and weight used in this trade-off study

is based on the above make-up flow, and of course designing for a higher

flow would result in a corresponding increase In filter size and weight.
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The revised flow path schematic of the AMH system with the recirculation

. overpressure system added is shown in Figure 17. Referring to the

"figure, note that the forward avionics equipment is shown converted to

ambient air cooling. Cabin discharge air is ducted back to the SOC inlet,

where it joins the ambient make-up air flow which has gone through the APS

and collective CB filter. A cabin pressure regulator (CPR) is located in

the cabin return line, or on the cabin wall at the inlet to the cabin return

line. This CPR is set to provide a cabin pressure adequate to prevent

infiltration of CB agents into the cabin, while at the same time preventing

"cabin overpressure which could cause structural damage. In case of enemy

fire opening up holes in the cabin wall, or in case of defective leaking

"" seals, the CPR will go toward the closed position and continue to increase

*. fresh airflow through the CB filter to maintain the cabin pressure required

* for CB safety. Even though the CB filter is sized for a nominal flow of 2.7

. kg/min (6 lb/mmn), the filter will remove agents from a much higher flow at

•'N" some loss in efficiency and with a higher pressure drop.

An alternate arrangement using a fixed geometry system of orifices to

determine cabin pressure as well as the amount of fresh air brought in

through the filter, does not have the flexibility that the CPR has to properly

handle off-design operating conditions. It is because of this that a CPR is

recommended.

Referring to Figure 17, note that isolation valves are shown at the

inlet and outlet of the CS filter, so that ambient air entering the system

may bypass the CB filter for operating conditions in which the CB filter is

not needed. These shutoff dampers are necessary to seal off the CB filter

element and protect it from contamination by everyday vapors and dusts which

otherwise could contaminate the filter and make it worthless for use in an

actual CB agent attack.
I. -"119
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Automatic control of these damper valves by chemical alarm is discussed

in Section 2.(d). The crew may also manually position these damper valves.

"Pilot judgement should be used to avoid unnecessarily hovering in dust conditions

which could cause unnecessary dust contamination of the filter when the CS

filter system is activated. Flight tests will be required to determine how

much operation hovering over a dusty road can be tolerated to avoid completely

filling the fine pleated multi-pore particulate filter, and making it useless

for biological and other fine aerosol defense. Once the pleated multi-pore

filter pressure drop exceeds its design value1 it will rip to pass the airflow

and become ineffective as a filter. To prevent this, an override could be

added to the CPR to limit filter pressure drop to a maximu= acceptable value

by automatically reducing pressurization flow into the cabin. This increases

"the possibility of agent infiltration through the cabin walls, but is certainly

less hazardous than a ripped filter.

"A view of the collective filter assembly with its protective valves is

shown in Figure 18. The CB filter element, scaled to fit the interior of

* the AAH, contains 15 pounds (6.8 kg) of activated carbon. The ýliter is an axial

flow cunfiguration utilizing inlet and outlet screens and a porous preloading

pad. The sides of the filter assembly utilize an aluminum sheet metal design

with stiffening webs to provide structural rigidity. Inlet and outlet bolt

flanges allow attachment of the biological and dust filter on the inlet to the

activated carbon filter and to the outlet flow distribution header on the

outlet side.

The biological and dust filter utilizes a pleated multipore filter with

an outer frame of aluminum sheet metal utilizin; stiffening webs. Inlet and

outlet bolt flanges provide for attachment to the gas filter and the inlet

header to the complete assembly.

"12i
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The filter package is shown located in the helicopter in Figure 19.

' It is located aft of the helicopter engine directly over the auxiliary power

K •"unit (APJU). The package configuration requires a maximum package height of 8 inches

"* (20.3 cmto fit between the APU and the outside contour of the helicopter. The

.. two filters are packaged axially in series with a large face area to limit

.- pressure drop. The inlet and outlet header configuration provides good flow

". distribution.

In the packaging configuration shown, it is assumed that the filter pro-

tective bypass valves are configured as two rotary spool vahes, with an

interconnecting duct, mechanically linked together and driven by a pneumatic

actuator (triggered by a solenoid valve) utilizing 50 psI (34, kP) air from the SDC.

Response time to open is 1 second maximum and closing is achieved mechani-

"cally by a spring. It is assumed that the inlet and outlet disconnects are

. simple *tube-in-tube", with radial '0" rings to provide for positive sealing.

The disconnects do not actually transfer package loads, however, the male half

is trapped inside of the female half. The sealing Q00 rings are retained on

the male canister side of the package and are normally replaced during

canister replacement.

1
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(4) Advantages of a Sin!le Replaceable Collective Assembly

". Unfortunately it will be impossible to prevent agent contamination of the

*• ducting between the APS and CS filter, so that the CB filter package concept

. shown in Figure 18 does not iend itself to safe or easy replacement when contain-

- inated, and contaminated ducts will remain in the helicopter. Removing the CB

filter element for replacement is going to expose the ground crew to agents, since

the inlet duct to the element can be contaminated. Removal of the disposable filter

S'" element from the APS, after it is contaminated with thickened agents, is equally

difficult.

- In order to improve the safety of filter servicing, and to greatly reduce the

time and skill required for filter servicing, a single replaceable assembly concept

was investigated as shown in Figure 20. Referring to this figure, note that an

integral housing simultaneously acts as the air manifolds, damper valve housings,

and mounting frame for both the centrifugal coarse APS filter and the CB filter

elements. There is no inlet duct leading to the APS, because the APS inlet face

- becomes the outer surface of the helicopter. The entire suitcase shaped assembly

is inserted through a rectangular hole in the skin, and is latched in by skin-mounted,

quick-release camloc fasteners. The assembly slides in like a drawer to rest on

contact points ins.de the helicopter. One single interface rubber seal exists at the

point leveled "Air to helicopter" in Figure 20. Figure 20 is not an actual design,

but is rather an illustration of the concept. For example, the levers on an 3ctual

design would probably be installed inside the connecting manifold, rather than outside

as shown. At this point air leaving the assembly joins the helicopter air duct

upstream of the cabin recirculation return air junction. The plane of this interface

rubber seal is also the location of the output arm of the helicopter-mounted actuator

for the dual filter protective valves. The actuator stays in the helicopter when

the assembly is removed. The actuator output arm acts through the interface air

opening to press on the spring-loaded lever system which operates the damper

valves. The spring is loaded to hold the dampers shut against the inlet
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and outlet of the CB filter element to protect it from contamination during

shipment, storage, and in flight~prior to the time it is needed for actual

CR defense. The actuator could be a sIngle pneumatic piston, since 344 kPa

(50 psia) is aTways availa;le if the engine or APU are running.

When the dampir valve actuator is not activated, the CB filter is

covered and ambient air only goes through the APS to the helicopter ducting.

When the damper valve actuator is activated, the C8 filter is uncovered and

the lower damper continues to swing to cover the bypass opening around the

CS filter, so that all the entering ambient air must pass through both the

APS and the C8 filter in series.

The logic of the single replaceable assembly concept is that the replace-

able elements, perhaps common to other Army applications, would be installed

into the single assembly at the operations base. A lesser number of replace-

able assemblies peculiar to AAH would be stocked at the FARRP and other

advanced positions. After a pitched battle situation, complete assemblies

could be collected, the frames decontaminated and new elements installed by

ground personnel without tying up the helicopter. Safety would be improved

and helicopter turnaround time and servicing skill reduced. Whether the

logistic disadvantage of stocking the required number of assemblies is
p

justified is beyond the scope of tUis study, but the concept has appeal.

If a clean replaceable assembly were not available, the worst that

could happen is that the assembly would be removed from the helicoptee' and

the replaceable elements changed outside the helicopter, right there on the

spot, without decontaminating the fram. This is probably not any less safe

than the concept of changing the two elements separately inside the helicopter,

without utilizing a single replaceable assembly.
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The safety and service advantage of the single replaceable unit concept

stands by itself, even if no stock of replaceable assemblies is maintained.

If additional assemblies are not available, the ground crew removes the

contaminated assembly, unlatching and sliding it out like a suitcase, to

replace the filters and return the same assembly to service. While there is

considerably more skill and time required to return the same assembly to

*. service, compared to having replacements available, the concept still appears

g desirable compared to installing the two filters separately inside the

"" helitopter.

The single replaceable assembly concept does not appear to add any

•ignificant weight to th. helicopter, because the compactness of the single

unit approach reduces interconnecting duct weight and volume. Also there is

only one Interface connection with the helicopter duct system, instead of

* threeland no access doors, in the usual sense. are necessary.

I1
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7. ESTIMATED COST TO "IM HELICOPTER VERSUS CB PROTECTION LEVEL

In order to evaluate CB protection level options, estimates of cost,

weight, and maintenance have been made for each of the CB defense options

considered in this report. A summary table of these costs is shown in Table

15. Included are initial cost, weight, and life and maintenance support.

The estimated weights of TablE 15 are based on weights of the hardware

assemblies listed. The trade-off component costs listed are calculated

using typical aircraft preliminary design practice. Estimated weights are

multiplied by appropriate aircraft average costs, which are somewhat higher

than expected procurement cost of the components themselves in order to

reflect the helicopter manufacturers added costs. These costs may be considered

estimates of the increase in delivered cost of the helicopter with these

components added. They are hopefully set high enough that the trade-off

study will not encourage unjustified additions to the helicopter. The

constants used to calculate these trade-off costs are listed on the bottom

of Table 15.

Anry weight added to the helicopter must result in either less ordnance

ca.-ried or less fuel carried. No attempt is made here to consider the

increase in helicopter fleet cost incurred by reducing ordnance carried, or

of reducing helicopter range to accommodate the weight increase of these CB

protective options.

Referring to Table 15 , the change steps to reduce the CB hazard to the

AAM are listed down the left side. Step #I is the baseline, or helicopter

"Was is". Step 12, which is the addition of a suit-cooling provision, is

absolutely essential. As discussed in Section 6.4 1the mission effectiveness

becomes unacceptable after only two flights in a hot day environment without

additional crew cooling. Estimated weight addition to the helicopter (vest

not included) for the suit cooling provision is (5.3 kg) 11.7 lbs for the

concept described in Section6.(b). Trade-off cos, is $2,927.
1129
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Change Step #3 is the addition to the helicopter of provisions for

ventilated masks. This provision is light, (0.7 kg) 1.5 lb , plus some

additional weight if a new cabin air supply duct is added as discussed in

Section 8.3. Trade-cff cost of the flex air tubing, dampers, and fittings is

$225.

Change Step 14 is the addition of the collective filter-system utilizing

overpressure and racirculation, as described in Section- 6.(d). Estimated

weight of the components without the replaceable elements is 21.5 lb (9.8

kg). The replaceable elements weigh an additional 23.5 lbs (10.7 kg), for a

total weight of 45 lbs (20.4 kg). Trade-off cost is $5,250 without replaceable

elements.

Logistics problems related to the various CB protection levels are

almost non-existent, except for the replaceable CB filter elements. Here the

selected concept of 25% fresh air and 75% recirculated air has cut size,

weight, and cost of th% elements about as far as practical.
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8. LOSS MN HELICOPTER MISSION EFFECTIVENESS VERSUS CB PROTVCTION LEVEL

The CB Threat to the AAH has been defined and the loss in AAH helicopter

mission effectiveness due to CB protective devices has been quantitatively
• • . 23924

assessed by HEL Abirdeen, and numbers assigned to the five most predominant

causes of this loss. This assessment is shown in tabular form in Table 16.

It is very useful because it attempts to evaluate the mission effectiveness

improvement which would result "or the AAH, with each of the change step options

considered in this report. It should be noted that the term "loss .n mission

effectiveness" used in this report is defined as the percent increE: in number

of helicopter combat hours that must be assigned to a given battle area to achieve

the same result as would have been achieved had the crew not been encumbered

with any CB protective devices.

The change step options to the helicopter are listed down the left side

of Table 16. Step #1 is the baseline which exists with the current helicopter,

"as is". The table indicates that the mission must be aborted after two

consecutive hot day flights because of the crew heat rejection problem described

in Sections 4 and 5.

Change Step 02, the addition of a crew suit-cooling provision reduces the

loss ir mission effectiveness to 19% for the "Standard Helicopter Combat Day"

of Section l.(d). Ten percent of this 197. loss is caused by interference effect

of the mask on vision and gunsights. This is a well known problem, and considerable

effort is being expended toward its solution. A detailed review of the mask-

gunsight interface problem warrants a separate specialized document on the

subject. Corrective measures are being developed and evaluated to reduce this

effect. The 10% degradation number shown in Table 16 for mask interference

is merely our estimate of that which would be achieved utilizing corrective

measures now in process. Surprisingly, even though ckew body

2 3 See reference 7, p.52.

24Ste reference 6, p.52.
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temperature Is Kept normal by the cooled vest, there is still a 5% sweat-

moisture problem in the eye area, due to the greenhouse effect of the sun

causing local heating. Annoyance from the lung-powered respiratory protective

system is indicated to be down to a 1% problem, because of the low-pressure-

E drop advanced design of the XM-29 mask. Loss of dexterity due to bulk, boots,

"and gloves is estimated to cause a 3% loss in mission effectiveness.

• "Change Step #3, the addition of a ventilated mask provision is not shown

to be important in improving mission effectiveness. As indicated, the third

cause of loss In mission effectiveness, having to do with mask vision problems,

is essentially unchanged at 5%. Without the ventilated mask provision the 5%

loss was due to sweat associated problems. With the ventilated mask provision

. added, the sweat problem has been replaced with a problem of "overdried eyes'

due to the. velocity of cool dry air. The conclusion is that it is going to be

extremely difficult to completely eliminate visual problems associated with

wearing A mask, and that forced ventilation may be desirable for chemical

safetv or otner rautsons, but that it is not justified on the grounds of improved

vision.

.hange S.1p A4, a, dition of a collective filtration system for the

cabin, can only affc.y' helicopter mission effectiveness if it enables the

crew to oplrote witi ',heir masks off . When this is the case, the only

rmiai:ing loss in mission effectiveness is loss of dexterity due to bulk,

gloves, and boots, of 3%. The helicopter operating conditions under which a

collective filter system allows the crew to operate "mask off" is discussed

in Section 4.4 and Section 11.
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Note that the far rig~tt hand vertical column of Table 10 lists severe

losses in mission effectiveness which can occur if the crew is forced into a

second day of battle without havirg reached the planned decon and rest area

after the first day's battle. Inclusion of this on the chart is a reminder

that the AAH crew, when outside the AAH, faces many of the same chemical

warfare problems as are faced by the rest of the Aruty. The 24+ hour scenario

with 12 hours outside the vehicle results in the requirement for a permeable

suit. The impermeable suit, while chemically' safar, aggravates the thermal

stress problem for periods when cooling provisions are not available, and

therefore was not considered further in this study. There are no known

options in the design of the AAH CB defense system which can affect this,

except that the liquiq-c9Qled vest is amenable to use outside the AAl as

discussed in Section 4&.(e)(3).
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9. CONCLUSIONS

h*e conclusions of this study were derived from the body of the report

and summarized in Table 15. For more detail refer to the specific tables

listed below:

* Flight crew safety versus C3 protection level is summarized in

Table 12. (Page 80. ).

"" Weight versus CB protection level is summarized In

Table 13. (Page 88 "

, Helicopter mission effectiveness versus encumbrance of various CB

protection levels is summarized in Table 16. (Page 133).

Referring to Table 17 note that step 11, leaving the helicopter as

is, is unacceptable due to the thermal stress 'which causes mission abortion after

two flights.

Step #2, adding a provision to the helicopter for a cooled suit, is

concluded to be needed. There is still a 19% loss in mission effectiveness

due to crew encumbrance by CB garb, but the mission of six consecutive

flights can now be achieved without mission abort. The cost of 11.7 lb (5.3 kg)

and $2,927 trades off very favorably for increasing the crew capability from

two to six flights during a battle day.

Step #3, adding a provision for ventilated masks, is concluded to add

to the safety margin to a degree that trades iff favorably against its low

cost of 1.5 lbs (0.7 kgo and $225. While mission effectiveness is still down 19% due
0

to encumbrance of the CS garb, chemical safety is improved aoid sweat evaporation

~ from the eye area may be selected when desired by the crew. The improvement

to safety is not dramatic, but the cost is low, thereby making the conclusion

firm.
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, Step 14, adding a collective filter provision to the helicopter, does

the following things:

1. It makes "mask-off" operation adequately safe for use in a theater

where CS warfare is imminent but not presently employed.

"2. It greatly reduces the risk of "mask-offe Gperation in a theater

I in which CS warfare is being waged, for flights during which CB

4 ?agents are not expected.

3. During all out CS battle conditions it provides the obvious safetyU
advantage of providing double protection of personal as well as

collective protection systems in series.

4. It significantly reduces the amount of cabin contamination which

will result from sustained CS battle conditions.

The cost of 45 lbs.(20.4 kg) and $5,250 plus logistics ;,f filter replacement

must be traded-off against the the combat flight hours in which loss in

mission effectiveness is reduced from 19% to 3% by 'mask-off" operation, and

by reduced cabin decontamination effort. The answer to the trade-off it not

obvious, primarily because the first two advantages listed above ce- only be

realized if the cabin is clean, but this study concludes in favor cF the

collective system.

The following is a detailed breakdown of the conclusions reached,

together with a reference to the section in the report In which there is

further description and substantiation:
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DESCRIBED IN FIRMNESS OF

CONCLUSION REACHED SECTION CONCLUSION

1. The safety of available (1980- 1 9 2 Firm

1985 time frame) respira-

tory devices and protective

garments is adequate for

essentially zero casualty opera-

tion from CE agents, providing

the crew starts the mission

inside a clean, properly fitted

garment, and that proper per-

sonnel decon is available.

2. Development of certain features Table 6 Firm

in the protective ensemble will

improve safety and/or mission

effectiveness for MH.

3. The ability of the AAl flight 4(d)(2) £ Firm

crew to dissipate body heat is 4(d)(3)

inadequate on a hot day, unless

supplemental cooling is provided

under the CB suit.

4. The preferred configuration for 4(e)(2) Firm

cooling the AAJ crew under their

CS suits is by means of liquid

cooled vests.
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DESCRIBED IN FIRMNESS OF

CONCLUSION REACHED SECTION CONCLUSION

5. The preferred configuration for 6.(b) Not firm, but adequate as

the liquid cooling components in a baseline concept with

the AAH is a concentric cylinder which to enter the design

packaging concept, integral with phase.

the cabin air supply duct.

6. A provision for forced mask 6.(c) Firm, because of safety

ventilation should be added improvement.

to AAH.

7. An overpressure collective filter 3.(c)(1).3 Not completely firm, be-

system should be added to AAH. 6.(d)7. cause conclusion hinges

If a collective system is 9. on trade-off judgement

added, the conclusions below factors.

apply:

8. Change a portion of the elec- 6.(d)(2) Firm

tronic cooling to ram air

cooling, and utilize cabin

recirculation in order to

reduce weight hnd logistics

of the collective filter

system.

9. A cabin pressure control of cabin 6.(d)(1) Not firm, but adequate as

recirculation flow is necessary a baseline concept with

to prevent structural damage to which to begin the desiqn

the helicopter caused by excessive phase.

ovirpressure.
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DESCRIBED IN FIRMNESS OF

CONCLUSION REACHED SECTION CONCLUSION

10. A replaceable element should be 3.(d)96.(d) Firm. because logistics

developed for the cyclone type, of throwing away complete

coarse particulate filter used assemblies is unacceptable.

upstream of the CS filter.

11. The CS element portion of the 6.(d)(3) Firm

collective filter system should

be protected by dampers from in-

advertent contaL.nation during

non-CS operation.

12. The CS filters should be 2.(d) Not firm, but adequate

activated automatically by an as a baseline with which

agent alarm sensor, as well as to enter the design phase.

manually by the flight crew.

13. A single replaceable unit con- 6.(d)(4) Not firm, but adequate

cept should be used for the as a baseline concept

collective filter system, con- with which to enter the

taining dampers, manifolds, and design phase.

throwaway elements. The

non-throwaway portions are

reusable.
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- 10. RECOFIENDATIONS

* It is recomnded that the conclusions of this study (summarized in

Section 9) be implented by proceeding into a design phase, with the objective

of producing drawings suitable for fabrication of a complete set of prototype

CS defense components for possible installation and flight evaluation in an AAH

helicopter.

The literature shows very little design or operational experience appro-

priate for helicopters in the suit cooling and collective filter systems that

are recomaended. If the AAH is to be updated for CS warfarethen actual flight

tests of a prototype system are necessary for the design of a production CB

protection system.
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APPENDIX A

PHOTOGRAPHS AND SIMPLIFIED SPECIFICATIONS
OF CB PROTECTIVE GARMENT OPTIONS SUITABLE
FOR AAH HELICOPTER CREWMAN
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Item Name: Coveralls for Army Aviation Crewmen

Climatic Category According to QSTrAG 200 Within Which the Item is Intended
To Be Used: A-1, A-2, B-1, 'B-2, and B-3

Concept of Use: The coverall is intended to provide flight personnel
protection from flash fires and comfort in temperatures
above +20%C 68°F).

Description of The coveralls are unlined with a slide fastener front
Item: closre, a bi-swing back, hook and pile fastener tape

adjustments for the waist and sleeves and a slide fastener
on the bottom of each leg. There are two breast patch
pockets, a combination utility and pencil pocket on left
sleeve, two thigh patch pockets, a knife pocket with a
lanyard on the left thigh, two lower leg patch pockets and
a multiplel pencil compartment pocket on the right lower leg
patch pocket. Except for the knife pocket, all pockets have
slide fastener closures.

Materials Used: 148 g'n•2 (4.3 oz/yd2 ) high temperature resistant, non-
meltig nVlon plain weave fabric.

Color: Sage Green 1524

Weight: 1 kg (2.2 lb )

Size Range: 20 sizes 36 38 40 42 44 46 48

S S S S S S
R R R R R R R
L L L L L L L

Coct: $59.00

Additional Specification: MIL-C-83141 Coveralls, Flyer's, Men's,
Remarks: Summer, Fire-Resistant

NSN:
MT5-00-043-8380 (serns)
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I. Item Nam: Suit, Chemical Protective - Coat and Trousers (Overgarment)

Climatic Category According to QSTAG 200 Within Which The Item Is Intended
To Be Used: All climatic categories where chemical protection is

required.

Concept of Use: The overgarment will be issued as individual clothing to
troops in combat zones forward of brigade rear houndary.
It will be worn in all environments when under imminent
threat of a chenical attack and after chemical operations
have been initiated. It is worn over environmental clothing
and body armor.

Description of The overgarment is a two-layer, two-piece garment consisting
Itle ii: of COdt and trousers. The coat has a short standup collar,

a full length zipper opening covered by a double protective
flap, elastic sl.eeve closures and two outer pockets located
"at chest level. The trousers have a fly front, two cargo
pockets with flaps, adjustable waist tabs, suspender loops
and zipper closures on the outside of each leg which are
covered by protective flaps.

Materials Used: The outer layer is a NYCPO fabric treated with a nondurable
"water repellent to repel liquid agents. The inner layer
Is a charcoal impr-gnated foanVnylon tricot laminate
which absorbs chemical agents.

Color: The outer layer is OG 107.

Dimensions: Packaged overgarment (size medium) measures approximat.ly
30 x 23 x 8 cm (12 x 9 x 3 inches).

Weight: 1.8 kg (4 lbs) per overgarment (size medium).

Size Range: XXX-Small, XX-Small, Medium, Large, X-Large, XX-Large.

U Cost: $35.00 per overgarment.

Additional The overgarment is issued to combat troops operating in
Remarks: forward areas. It was developed for troops that do not

have access to any type of decontamination procedures. The
-' overgarment is designed to protect the environmental clothing

from contamination. When contaminated, the overgarment Is
Ri discarded and replaced.

Specification: MIL-S-43926; Suit, Chemical Protective

NSN:
"-•T-O0-177-5007 (series)
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Itm Name: Clothing Outfit, Chemical Protective (Shirt, Trousers,
Socks and Gloves)

Climatic Category According to OSTAG 200 Within Which The Item Is Intended
To Be Used: All climatic categories viere chemical protection is required.

Concept of Use: The Clothing Outfit, Chemical Protective is issued to the
individudl soldier for an initial two-week wear for liners
and one week wear for gloves and socks. The liners are
worn 6nder the outer layer of standard environmental clothing.

S Description Of The outfit consists of XXCC 3 treated liners, shirt and
trousers; 3 pair chemical protective, cushion sole socks;
and 1 pair chemical protective cotton gloves. All items
in the clothing outfit are packaged in a polyethylene bag.

Materials Used: The shirt ind trouser liners are made of 280 gtm2 (8.2 oz/yd2

* (8.2 oz/ydd) cotton sateen.

Color: Liners - OG 107
""-"Gloves - OG 109

Socks - OG 408

Dimensions: A packaged clothing outfit measures approximately 38 x 31 x 15

cm (15 x 12 x 6 i nches).

Weight: 2.2 kg (4 lbs. 15 oz) per outfit (medium size)

a.: Size Ranqe: X-Small, Small, Medium, Large, X-Large

Cost: $28.60 per clothing outfit.

Additional The clothing outfit requires field decontamination and
Remarks: retreatment in the event it becomes contaminated. Unlike

the troops in forward areas, rear troops have access to
field decontamination and retreatment facilities. The

U clothing items can be reimpregnated by the individual using
the Decontaminating and Reimpregnating Kit, M-13, or can be
"reimpregnated in field laundry operation. This system was
"reclassified Standard LCC-8 on 7 Oct. 76. However, it will
be used until such time as the gloves and socks in the outfit,

- and the Glove and Sock Set supplies have been exhausted. At
that time a new Clothing Outfit, Chemical Protective
(Shirt and Trousers only) will become available.

NSN:
W 5-O0- 782-3240

- .5
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Item Name: Gloves, Combat Vehicle Crewman's, Summer

Climatic Category According to QSTAG 200 Within Which The Item Is Intended
To Be Used: To be worn ,n the same climatic zones as the Shirt andI Trousers, Combat Vehicle Crewman (CVC) LIN T03002/X35980.

Concept of Use: To be worn by ground combat vehicle crewman to provide
"the hands of these persons additional and essential flame
protection and increase of the confidence level and

c survivability in the event of conflict.

Description Of The leather is a perspiration and water resistant cattlehide
* Item or horsehide leather; the fabric is a high temperature

resistant knitted polyamide simplex cloth.

Color: The leather is black. The fabric is Olive Green 106.

S Weight: 57 grams (2 ozs.) per pair (approx.)

Size Range: 7 Sizes - Sizes 5-11

Cost: $!1.50 per pair

-Additional LP/P DES 13-78, 27 Sep 78, Limited Production Purchase
Description for Gloves, Combat Vehicle Crewman's, summer.

1
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Item Name: Glove Set, Chemical Protective

"- Climatic Category According to QSTAG 200 Within Which The Item Is Intended
To §e Used: All climatic categories Where chemical protection is

Concept of 1,sa: The gloves are used for protection of the hands in a
CS anvironment. For maximum durability the standard
leather glove is to be worn over the CS glove.

Description Of The outer impermeable items are five finger gloves
IItem: manufactured in a right and left hand configuration. The
" - gloves are s!haped to follow the natural curvature of the

hand in a relaxed position. The inner permeable five finger
gloves are ambidextrous.

Materials Used: The impermeable outer gloves are unsupported butyl rubber
0.6 -n (0.025 inch thickness). The inner gloves are
cotton (3.4 oz/yd2 ).

* Color: The outer gloves are black, and the inner gloves are
white.

Dimensions: The minimum outer glove length is 36 cm (14 inches).

Weight: .17 kg (6 oxs.) for a complete glove set - size small.

Size Range: 4 sizes (S, M. L, XL) for the outer gloves, and 2 sizes
(S, M) for the inner gloves.

i Cost: $5.00 per set

"Additional Specification: NIL-G-43976; Glove Set. Chemical Protective

3M.T5-1-033-3517 (series)
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Item Name: Gloves and Socks Set, Chemical Protective

Climatic Category According to QSTAG 200 Within Which The Item Is intended
To Be Used: All climatic categories where chemical protection is

required.

Concept of Use: *The gloves and socks set will be issued along with the Suit,
Chemical Protective and as a replacement item for the Socks
and Gloves, Chemical Protective in the Clothing Outfit,
Chemical Protective until such time as the new standard Glove
Set, Chemical Protective and Footwear Covers, Chemical
Protective (overboots) become available.

Description Of 'he set consists of 3 pair of XXCC 3 treated socks and 1
t-em:. pair of XXCC3 treated gloves.

Materials Used: Gloves - cotton knit
Socks - 50% wool, 30% nylon, 20% cotton

Color: Gloves - OG 109
Socks - OG 408

Dimensions: A packaged Gloves and Socks Set measures approximately

25 x 13 x 8 cm (10 x 5 x 3 inches).

Weight: A packaged set (size medium) weighs 0.54 kg (1 lb. 3 ozs.)

Size Range: X-Saall, Small, MediuwlVLarge

Cost: $9.03 per set

Additional NSN:
Remarks: 8415-00-151-6505 (series)
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Item Name: Footwear Cover, Chemical Protective (Over Boots)

Climatic Category According to OSTAG 200 Within Which The Item Is Intended
To Be Used: All climates where chemical protection is required.

Concept of Use: The footwear cover provides protection against chemical
agents.

Description Of Approximately 41 cm (16 inches) high with a grommet and
It-em: lace closure.

Materials Used: Unsupported butyl sheet rubber with a pre-molded, non-slip
butyl rubber sole.

Color: Black

Weight: 0.41 kg (14.5 wices ) per boot

Size Range: One size

Cost: $10.00

Additional Specification: LP/P.DES 17-76; Footwear Cover, Chemical
Remarks: Protective

NSN:
W7O-O1-021-5973
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Item Name: SPH-4 Flight Helmet

Concept of Use: The helmet provides protection of head as well as positioning
of earphones and microphones.

Description Of Standard Arvy aviator's helmet, without modifications
'Item: specifically made for CB warfare.
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Item Name: Protective Hood M-9

Concept of Use: Specifically for use by Army aviators in CO mode, worn
under or over SPH-4 flight helmet. Covers head and neck of
wearer. Protects areas of skin not covered by the mask
against vapors, aerosols, and droplets of cheilcal and
biological agents.

Description Of Zippers down front fro chin to middle of chest. Lift-a-dot
-, snaps on each side of mask at cheekbone positions the hood, and an

electric edge around periphery seals and secures hood to the
* mask face piece.

Materials Used: Butyl rubber coated with r•lon cloth. Material is compatible
with decon solutions.

Itinm Name: XX-29 CO Protective Mask

Concept of Use: Provides filtered air for breathing, as well as CS protection
and visual lens for eyes. Provides moisture reiioval fromi

-5 face by sweat evaporation into air being breathed.

Description: Lens design and flexibility of lens material. allows
flexing to position lens for focal length compatible
with optical sights. Material is largely silicone, with a
transparent coating on lens to prevent absorption of agents,
and harden surface to prevent scratches. Canister may be
directly mounted on cheek, or waist mounted with inter-
connecting flex tube.
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Item Nam: Liquid Cooled Vest

-Climtic Cateora: Necessary for the crews of certain vehicles under the chemical
-To Beused: protective overgarment, in hot-most or hot-dry climates.

"Use optional in cold climates.

Concept of Use: The liquid cooled vest will be issued to helicopter airmen
and others in combat zones where the chemical protective
overgarment is issued, and where a supply of cooled liquid
is available. It is usea where a high work level must be
"maintained in direct sunlight, or particularly high surround-

Sing air temperature.

Description Of The liquid cooled vest has a front zipper entrance for easy
donning and doffin(. It consists of an efficient liquid

- transport manifold attached to a stretchable power net
"* material. These materials are not bulky and are highly

flexible for good comfort and no degradation to the wearer's
mobility. Built into the manifold is a network of parallel
liquid flow channels, which permit an even circulation of
fluid. When the vest is worn, these channels are in close
contact to the surface of the bccdy resulting in high conduc-
tive heat transfer between the surface of ths manifold and
the body. A short umbilical with a quick release dis-
connect permits the inlet and outlet liquid flow from the
available cooled liquid source to circulate through the
vest. The quick release disconnect is designed not to leak
fluid when disconnected and to release easily in the event
of an emergency egress from the cockpit.

Materials Used: The liquid transport manifold is constructed from two thin
layers of polyurethane coated nylon. Each layer of material
"is less than 6 mils in thickness. The stretchable power
net is spandex.

* Status: This item is under development and is expected to be
""- ' available in the 1983-1985 tim period.

* Estimated Unit It is estimated that this item, less disconnect hardware
Cos.t: and in production of 500 or more, will cost less than $100

per vest.
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APPENDIX B

HEAT BURDEN ASSESOM~
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This assessment has been prepared in response to a request from John Nason
of the Hamilton Standard Division of United Technologies dated January 23, 1979.
The results have been coordinated by Mr. Vincent Iacono, NLABS-CEMEL.

The assessment models the stated mission profile of the AAH crewman against
four standard uniform ensembles in a tropical and a desert environment to
allow a comparison of the physiological effects resulting from individual
heat burden.

Conducted by:

Jeffrey Man ickas
Mathew L. Herz
OR/SAO at NARADCOOM (NLABS)
Natick, MA 01760

(20 February 1980)
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Table B-1

AAH Mission Profile

Time Cumulative Work
Activity (mI) Time (min) Load (Watts) Environment

Transport to 15 15 90 Ambienta
Ai rcraft

Checkout 69 84 109 Cockpitb

Fly to Combat 16 100 109 "

Combat 44 144 I50

Fly to FARRP 17 161 109

ReamW Refuel 20 181 107

Fly to Combat 16 197 107

Combat 44 241 150

Fly to FARRP 17 258 107 "

RearwIVRefuel 20 278 516 Ambienta

aAmbient Sea Level - Desert 120*F and 5% relative humidity or
WarnVmoist 100"F and 63% relative humidity
both with 0.3 ft/sec wind speed.

bCockptt Sea Level - Desart 85OF and 14% relative humidity or
WarnVmoist 85*F and 42% relative humidity
both with 1.0 fN/sec wind speed.
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Table B-3

Calculated Equilibrium Rectal Temperature (in excess of 37*C)

For AAH Mission Profile

Clothing Alternative

Envi roment Tropical Airmen Full CS Impeneable

Desert 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.7

Wa.r'molst 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.7

Analysis of Variance

SS df Mean Square F-Ratio Significance

Weather 0.01125 1 0.01125 2.45 NSD

Clothing 0.38375 3 0.1279 27.91 98% Probability

Error 0.01375 3 0.004583

Total 0.40875 7

Conclusions:

1. Cannot reject the hypothesis that there is no environmental effect.

2. Significant differences exist in clothing effects (most likely due to
varying leveis of permeability, etc.).
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HEAT CASUALTY ASSESSMENT
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HEAT CASUALTY ASSESSMENT
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TITLE FOR VOLUME 2

STUDY TO DETERMI1r THE CB THREAT AND DEFINE ALTERNATIVE CREW PROTECTION
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GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

AAH Advanced Attack flelicopter
APS Air Particle Separator
APU Auxiliary Power Unit
CB Chemical and Biological
CEMEL Clothing, Equipment & Materials Engineering Laboratory
CK Cyanogen Chlorice
clo Unit of measurement for clothing insulation resistance
COP Coefficient of Performance
C.P.G. Co-pilot Gunner
CPR Cabin Pressure Regulator
CSL Chemical Systems Laboratory (Aberdeen, MD)
CVC Combat Vehicle Crewman
DS2 Decontaminant Solution for GD and HD Agents
ECS Environmental Control System
ECU Environmental Cooling Unit
FARRP Forward Area Refueling and Rearming Point
G-Agents (GA, GB, GD) Nerve Agents
HD A blister agent (Mustard)
KEL Human Engineering Laboratory (Aberdeen, MD)
HS Hamilton Standard
HTB High Test Bleach
HX Heat Exchanger
im LUnit of measurement for clothing permeability
NARADCOM (NLABS) Natick Research and Development Laboratories
PIP Product Improvement Proposal
PM Program Manager
PMO Program Management Office
PPM Parts Per Million
R&D -search and Development
RH Relative Humidity
SDC Shaft Driven Compressor
STB Super Tropical Bleach
USAVN U.S. Army Aviation
VX A thickened G-agent
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